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THISWEEK
. News at Noon looks
at 'Changing Face of

Political Leadership'
This Wednesday, March
21, Vivian Eveloff and
Oayna Stock will talk
about "The Changing
Face of Politi cal
Leadership" at noon in
room 314 of the MSC.

INSIDE
March is Women's
History Month at

\'OLU~IE If).

ISSUl: 1112

Parking issues co eto ·ahead atSGA meeting
they don't tiCKet them anymore," GoeIS
told the assembly. "If residents cannot
find a spot to park in X, :xx shou1d be
open. That's not to say there will be
Frustrations over student parking spaces there because faculty can park
boiled over at the Student Government there too."
. Association meeting last Friday.
Parking on South Campus for stu. Bryan Goers, chief justice of Student dents and resioents has since ' been
Cowt, said the court has received com- reduced, as lot KK was reassigned as
plaints that facul ty can park in spaces in "faculty only" parking.
Since then, parking enforcement has
lot X, spots specifically reserved for reswritten several tickets to students and
idents.
"Facu1ty senate voted themselves the reside nts using the designated
right to park wherever they want many faculty/staff spots.
"I don't go down to South Campus
years ago, so faculty can still park there,
they ticketed them one time and the fac- . too much, but last time I checked stuu1ty raised a lot of noise about it, and dents pay to go here and facu1ty get paid
B Y SARAH O' B RIEN

Assistant News Editor

Quick Read
Student Court has received numerous
complaints regarding the fact that
faculty and staff can park in students'
parking spaces, but not vice versa ..
Parking rearrangement on South
Campus has turned some lots into
faculty-only, leaving students to find
parking elsewhere. .

to go here," Adam Wiseman, SGA representative for TIll! CurrelU, said. ''I'm
using my voice in the SGA assembly,
and I guess th~ thing is I pay a lot of
money to park on this campus and I
think I shou1d be able to park wherever

I deem possible, and if the faculty
believe they should park anywhere
maybe they shou1d pay more for their
parking passes."
Faculty parking is $62 per month for
full-time faculty, and $31 for part-time,
according to Jim Krueger, viCe chancellor of managerial services.
, "However, the campus overtime bas
saved money to pay for it, the employees are not directly charged," Krueger
said.
.
Among distress about parking '
issues, discUssion changed to distress
with the shuttle systems.
See SGA MEETING,

FACULTY AND STAFF

PARKING ONlY

page 16
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See page 6-7

STUDENTS LIVING IN MAKESHIFT
SHANTYTOWN LEARN THAT

HOME, SWEET
HOME
HAS A DIFFERENT MEANING fOR
THE HOMELESS IN Sl LOUIS
STORY BY PAUL HACKBARTH • DESIGN EDITOR

'Firebird' dances
into the Touhill
The Alexandra Ballet
misses the mark in 'The
Firebird' performed at the
PAC last weekend .
See page 8

Roller Hockey gets
ready for nationals

As students created cardboard beds to sleep in to
recreate the feeling of homelessness last Thursday night
outside th Millennium Student Center about 1,000 people in the St. Louis region were doing the same for real.
"AS you huddle under your boxes .. . there will be
somewhere between 5,000 and l,{) 000 people in the St.
Lollis metropolitao area who the federal governIneot
would consider to be homeless, ' said Tom Mulvihill,
director of special injtiati ves and project at St. Patrick s
Center. 'The ' not all li" ing out in boxes. They re not
all in b It
..
Mul ihlU aid the h mel c:aun t be labeled.
"If 1 w re to It you to conjure up in your min.d a picture of the homeles , a lot of us would think about the
folk we ee downtown ... huddled under [boxes],"
Mulvihill said.
The reality is that about one-tenth of those people are
"chronically homeless."
"So it begs the question, who are the other 9,000 people')" Mu1vihil1 said. "Well, frankly, they look a whole
lot like us." These 9,000 other people are what MUlvihill
called episodically homeless.
See SHANTYTOW N,

See page 10

ON11IEWEB

•

Mike Ruzycki, freshman, undeclared, and Laura Riley, graduate student, biology, build a multi· person condo during
the Homeless Shantytown event on March 14 outside the Millennium Student Center. The event was hosted by
the Catholic Newman Center in observanc.e of Social Justice Month.

page 13

Some of the causes of homelessness
are lack. of affordable housing, loyvpaying jobs, mental illness, 'domestic
violence, unemployment and
changes and cuts in public assistanc~.

•

Between 5,000 and 10,OOQ people living .
in the St. Louis metro area are considered homeless by the federal government. One-tenth of those are considered
." ch ron ica lIy homeless."

•

About 25 people living on the streets
die each year in 51. Louis city and
county.

Web poll results:
If you caught a
'Ieprechaun, what
would you wish for?

Student Life office limits'pro-card use Credit card theft
Quick Read
prompts ID policy
By JASON GRANGER

News Editor

Cash. Lots of

II

it.

Love .
Super powers.
World peace,
More leprechauns?

This week's question
What are your plans for
Spring Break?
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At
last
week's
Student
Government Association meeting,
new procedures were ' introduced
regarding use of the Office of ,
Student Life procurement cards, or
pro-cards, as they are commonly
called.
Nick Koechig, SGA president,
presented the changes to the assem. bly. The changes were brought about
after former SGA Vice President
Thomas Helton raised questions
regarding pro-card use, and The
Current followed up these questions
with an investigation of its own.
The proaedures are meant to
restrict use of the pro-cards by student groups. The Current's investigation into pro-card use over the last
two years shqwed several charges on
the credit cards of several thousand
dollars at a time.
The new procedures include limiting purchase amounts to $500 and
under. These purchases must be
approved by the Office of Student
Life, and students wishing to use a
pro-card must meet with Fiscal
Manager Jan Mayer 48 hours prior to
using the cards.
.
Additionally, gifts and/or giveaway purchases must be stored in the
Office of Student Life until the willner or recipient comes to.. pjek;'.Up the
prize. Purchases over $500 are subject to review by Mayer, and if
approved, a student life employee or

The Student Government Association
pr~sented possible changes that would
limit purchase amounts on pro-cards to
$500 and under. According to procard records; in May 2005, The Current
found purchases made at Best Buy.for
almost $5,500.

change at bookstore
By SARAH O'BRIE~

Assistant News Editor

.

cane Fasiska • AssisttmJ Photo Editor
Brian Rails, senior, business
administration, talks about the
limits placed on pro-cards at
the SGA meeting Friday.

organizationaJ. advisor may be
requiTed to accompany the student
group to purchase the item.
•
In an interview conducted with
The Current, Curt Coonrod, vice
provost of Student Affairs, and
Orinthia Montague, associate vice
provost for Student Affairs, detailed
some of the changes and also said
they had concerns of their own.
Coonrod said he does not believe
pro-card use has been extreIl!e, in
that he does not believe people within the Office of Student Life are
going home with prizes, but he does
believe changes were necessary.

"I don't think there is anyone that
. has gotten an iPod or an Xbox,"
Coonrod' said. "I don't think: anything has gone to students who.
shouldn't have gotten them. We
think that the process needs to be
tightened up."
In its investigation, The Current
found several large charges on campus-issued pro-c.ards at Best Buy,
particularly in May of 2005. Duri,ng
that time, $5,456.43 waS spent at
Best Buy, including charges of
$2,689.77 and $2,029.85.
"I think: what StUdent Life tried to
do was make it easier for student
organizations to function," Coonrod
,said. "Because, I don't think our students have their own resources that
they can go out and buy these things
and be reimbursed. But, we're going
to look at that, and that way, it's
much tighter."
The new changes cou1d have an
adverse affect on student organizations, Coo.nrod said, and he worries
about the. organizations' future abilities to put on programs.

See PRO·CARDS, page ]6

The University Bookstore has
changed its policy regarding credit card
use after a wallet was stolen on South
Campus' in the early morning hours of
Friday, March 9 from · a LeGras hall
office.
,
Because of this event, the policy
changed so that whenever a credit card
is used, 'signed or unsigned matching
identification is required.
According to Michael McGee, assistant department head for the bookstore,
the cashiers at the University I;!ookstore
were previously required to check an ID
fo.r credit card use if the card isn't
signed.
The wallet was taken out of
Executive Director of the Sigma Beta
Pelta Honors society Sandra Estep's
purse, which was.under her desk in her
office on the ground floor of LeGras.
''I guess [the suspeot] just came in
here and looked around, and there my
purse wason the floor, so she took my
wallet out. It's been a huge hassle
restoring my identity all over the place,"
Estep said.
Estep realized her wallet was missing when a friend came in and asked for

Quick Read
On Friday, March 9, Sandra Estep's
credit card was stolen from her office in
the ProvinCial House. The suspect
reportedly used the credit ca rd at the
MSC bookstore to buy more than $600
worth of-merchandise, induding an
MP3 Zune, a Playstation game system
and a game.
•

._ -- - - - ,._----_._change and she realized the wallet
gone.
''I called the corporate offtces
3 p.m. of my credit card company
they asked me if I had just made 'a
chase for $600 at the University
store, which I definitely had not'"
said.
'
Sandra' called Officer
Bingham of the University
went to the bookstore.
"The suspect purchased an MP3
Zune, a PSP and a game," Michael
McGee, assistant department head for
the bookstore said. "After she purchased that she asked if she Co.u1d leave
her bag there and shop some more, then
she bOUght $40.0 mOre in sales clothing."
See'CRED/T CARD. page 16
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The University of Missouri-St Louis
Studem Newspaper Since 1966

STAFF
Adam D. Wiseman. Editor-in-Chief
Melissa S. Hayden. Managing Editor
Michael Kennedy. Business Manager
Rob Borkin • Ad Director
Judi linville. Adviser

PROPERlY DAMAGE-PARKING LOT K
The victim discovered damage to the
passenger's side door lOCk on her 2003
Dodge ~n pickup. The damage is believed
to have occurred between 5 p.m. and 10:30
p.rn. while the victim was attending a performance at the Touhill Sunday March 4.
The victim · was unable to use the key to
open the door. It aprea:rs some damage to .
the lock occurred, but no entry into the vehide was made.
.

Patricia Lee •
Mabel Suen •
Paul Hackbarth •
Jas~n Granger.
Sarah O'Brien.
Amy Recktenwald.
Cate Marquis •
LaGuan Fuse •
Myron McNeill.
Matt Johnson •
Carrie Fasiska •
Rudy Scoggins.
Tobias Kno" •
Elizabeth Gearhart.
Sherry Holman •
Stephanie Clines •
Thomas Helton •

FRIDAY, MARCH 16
..STEAUNG UNDER $SOD-MILLENNIUM STUDENT
CENTER ROOM 319
The reporting party stated a microphone
belonging to the University was stolen from
room 319 between 1:'15 p.rn. and 1:30 p.m.

Copy Editor
Asst. Copy Editor
Design Editor
News Editor
Asst. New~ Editor
Features Editor
A&E Editor
Sports Editor
Opinons Editor
Photo Editor
Asst Photo Editor
Web Editor
Proofreader
Cartoonist
Cartoonist
Page Designer
Distribution

--'---~---------~--

Staff Writers

Remember that crime prevention is a
community effort, and anyone having information concerning this or any other incidents slwuld contdCt the campus police at

516-5155.

Matt Johnson • PIXilo Edilor

Ben ~mbert, soph~more,political
education, (left) durmg the UM·St.

sci~nc.e,. (right)
LOUIS

auctions off a jersey that is held by Scott Kincaid, junior, secondary
mime hockey appreciation dinner and silent auction and raffle Friday.

Stephanie Soleta, Molly Buyat, Erin
McDaniel, Tom Schnable, Rachael Yamnitz,
Andrew Tonner, Tom Bremer, Emily Ogle, Soo
Souriyavongsa, Erin E. Hensley

..

Staff Photographers
Angela Clouse, Matthew Hill, Jessica Morris

What's Current" is a free service. for all student organizations and campus departments.
Deadline for submissions is 5 p.m. the Thursday before publication
.
Space consideration is given to student organizations and is on a first-come, first-served
baSIS.

We suggest all postings be submitted at least one week prior to the event.
Email event listings to thecurrent@umsl.edu.

Your weekly calendar of campus events
MONDA" MARCH 19
University Orchestra To
Perfonn
The University Orchestra will perform at
the Touhill at 7:30 p.m. This concert is free
and open to the public. For IT\()re infonnation call 5980.

Fair Trade Awareness Week
Free samples of fair trade coffee will be
available on the Millennium Student Center
bridge from 10:30 a.m_ to 12:30 p.m.
Students faculty, and staff should stop by
for samples and information about fair trade.
Call 9314) 385-3455 for more details.

Monday Noon Series
Malcolm Gay, staff 'writer at the
Riverfront TImes, will discuss the early 20th
century chop suey craze in "St Louie Chop
Suey" at 12:15 p.rn. in 229 J.e. Penney
Conference Center. Refreshments will be
served. This event is free and open to the
pblic. For more infonnation, call 5699

314-516-5174

Advertising

314-516-5316

Business

314-516-5175

Employment

314-516-6810

Fax

314-516-6811

Email I thecurrent@umsl.edu
MiJil I 388 MSC

One University Blvd.
st. Louis, Missouri 63121

-

-

' ONTHEWEB

'Ending Silence'
"Ending Silence," an evening of theatrical
and spoken word performances will be held
at 7 p.m. in the Pilot HOlL,e in the Millennium
Student Center. Featured performers will be
actress Shawn Guy-Pitts and poet and author
Floyd Boykin Je Call 5291 for details.·

http://w.t.rw.thecurrentonline.com

-

wi" perform at the Touhill at 8

Fundraiser at Chevy's

SATURDAY, MARCH 24

The Catholic Newman Center will hold a
fundraiser at Chevy' Fresh Mex Re taurant.
9119 Olive Road in Olivette, Mo. from 3 to
10 p.m. Fifteen percent of each bill will benefit the center.

Observatory Open House
The Richard D. Schwartz Observatory
will hold an open house at ~ p.rn. to view
Venus, Saturn. Pleiades and Orion Nebula
This event is free and open to. the public.
Call 5706 for more infonnation.

News at Noon will be held in 314
Millenium .Student Center. "The Changing
Face of Political Leadership" will be the
topic. Free pizza and an article from the New
York TIDIes will be provided. Call 5692 for
more information.

'Om's Sbipped and Teased'

Great Big Sea to Perfonn.

Kimberly Dark will give a lecture called
"Dark's Stripped and Teased," to expose the
issues of gender (injequality, sexuality, body
image, social construction of gender, and the .
economic being of females. Call 5291 for
more information.

Folk-rock band Great Big Sea will perform at the Touhill at 8 p.rn. Tickets are ~15,
$20, and $30. Call 4949 for more information.

THURSDAY, MARCH lJ.
Scholar to Perfonn Irish Music
Tim Collins, visiting scholar of Irish
studies at New York University, will per-' "
form from '12:30 to 1:45 p.rn. in 205 Music
Building. This event is free and open to the
public. Call 6495 for more infonnation.

Deadline for BarcelonaTour
Today is the registration deadline for a
summer tour of Barcelona, Spain. The tour
will be from June 28 through July 4. The
rate is $1,399 per person and a $400 deposit
is dlJe at time of registration. Call 5974 for
more information.

~hE[urrEnt
and

(;l}e Nt\tJ Bork S"tllUtl
.r

I

CARMA Web cast
Item Response Theory," a Web cast presented by the Center for the Advancement of
Research Methods and Analysis at VIrginia
Commonwealth University in Richmond,
Va., will be shown at 11 a.m in 121
Research Building. For more infOlmation,
e-mail fletchert@umsLedu.

Baseball vs. Lewis University
UMSL's Baseball team will play against
the Flyers of Lewis Univesity in a home
opener at 7 p.m. at GCS Ballpark in
Sauget,IL. Call 5661 for more infonnation.

, present

News at
Noon
News at Noon is a weekly forum
for f acul ty ani studEnt discussions ab:Jut cu=ent event s . Each
Wednesday discuss i on will be
lead by a f aculty exp2rt.
Living 'in a dem:x:racy carries the
resp::nsibili ty of beiLg a.n
infomro cit i zen. J oin f r iends
a.nd f acul ty rrembers on
Wednesdays t o consid er how current events are presented in the
rredia.

Chemisby Colloquium
Chris Orvig, professor of chemistry at the
University . of British Columbia in
Vancouver, will discuss "Carbohydrate
Conjugates in Medicinal Inorganic
Chemistry" at 1 p.m. in 451 Benton Hall
Coffee will be served at 12:45 p.m. This
event is free and open to the public. Call
5311 for more infonnation.

p.m. on

.

FRIDAY, MARCH 23

Fair Trade Chocolate

L£TTERS TO T1:IE EDITOR -

I
I

Letters to the editor should be brief, and
those not exceeding 250 words will be
given preference. We edit letters for clarity
and length, not for dialect, correctness,
intent or grammar. All letters must be
signed and must include a daytime phone
number. Students must include their student ID numbers. Faculty and staff must
include their title(s) and department(s).
Editor-in-chief reserves the right to
respond to letters. The Current reserves
the right to deny letters. '
----~~

The Currentis published weekly on
Mondays. Advertising rates are available
upon request; terms, conditions and
restrictions apply.
The Current, financed in part by student
activities fees, is not an official publication
of UM-St Louis.
The University is not responsible for the
colltent of The Current and/or its policies.
Commentary and columns reflect the opin- .,..
ion of the indi~dual author
Unsigned editorials reflect the opinion of
the majority of the Editorial Board. The
Current requests the courtesy of at least
24-hour advance notice for all events to be
covered. Advertisements do not necessarily
reflect the opinion of The Curren~ its staff
members or the University.
All materials contained in each printed
and online issue are property of The
Current and may not be reprinted, reused
or reproduced without the prior, expressed
and written consent of The Current.
First copy is free; all subsequent copies
are 25 cents and are available at the
offices of The Current

ADVERTISINC

Schedule
l'~arch
21
The Changing Face of
Political Leadership

.l',pril 4
Africa in the Anierican Media
April 11
Stan Cells in the 8p:>Uight
Each program is scheduled
from
noon to 1:00pm

ABOUT US

All UM-St Louis students, alumni, faculty and staff are entitled to free classified advertisements of 40words or less. tr
The Current also offers display advertisements at a rate of $8.75 per column
inch for off campus advertisers and
$7.75 for on campus organizations and
departments Various discounts may
apply. To receive an advertising rate
card, contact our advertising or business
staff or download a rate card from our
Web site at
~
www.thecurrentonline.comladrates.

AFfllIAnoNS

issue of The Current,
etion needs to be

In the article titled 'Featured films of
UMSL's Foreign Language Week,' the story
was incorrectly credited to Rachael
Yamnitz, staff writer for The Current. The
article' should have been attributed to Cate
Marquis, A&E editor and science colunmist
for'Tlle Cunent.

~-

1lChc<Eurrrnt
Folk-rock band Great Big Sea
Wednesday, March 21.

News at Noon

ECTIONS

,.

!'tao CotIrtN). SOIIi<: EJui!rrammeIII

TUESDAY, MARCH 20

"WlthOUt Words" a senior thesis exhibit
il l open today and ron through April 5 at
lerv FAR A reception will be held from
6 t \ pm. The exhibit will feature paintings,
dra .ilgS. prints, and installation pieces. For
mOre l[,l nnation and nonnal gallery hours,
caD 7_

Newsroom

.,

--- - -~-.---.--

KWMU (90.7 FM) will air an "America
Abroad" special, "The Israeli-Palestinian
Conflict and the Stability of the Middle East,"
at 8 p.m Ray Suarez is the host of "America
Abroad."
For more infoffilatiort, i it
http://kwrnn.org.
.

about five women affected by the 1994
Rwandan genocide, will be screened at 6
p.rn. in the Mari\lac Hall auditorium. A discussion will follow the film. The event is
free and open to the public. Call 5871 for
more infonnation.

'Without Words'

All listings use 516 prefixes unless otherwise indicated.

KWMU to air special on Middle.
East

Maysa Albarcha, volunteer with the
Islamic Foundation of Greater St. Louis, will
discuss "Women in Islam" at 2 p.rn. in the
Pilot House at the Millennium Student
Center. This event is free and open to the
public. E-mail da7vb@umsl.edu for more
information.

Free san1ples of fair trade chocolatewill
be available on the Millennium Student
Center bridge from 10:30 am. to 1 p.rn.
Call (314) 385-3455 for more information.

Got a tip for a story or photo opportunity?
Have a correction to report! D~ you have
a question or comment for our staff? Are
you interested in working at The Current?
Please contact us:

"One Survivor Remembers" \-viII be
s.creened at 3 p.m, in 211 Clark Hall. This is
the story of Gerda Weissman Klein's six-year
ordeal as a victim of Nazi cruelty during the
Holocaust. The film will be followed by a
discussion. This event is free and open to the
pUblic. Call 5581 for mo~ infoonation.

IWomen in Islam'

"God Sleeps in Rwanda," a documentary

CONTACT US

.H910caust Film: Screening

.WEDNESDAY, MARCH 21
Film Screening

\Ip

.

The Current regrets that someDmes in our making of this publication, we make mistakes. What we
do not regret is correcting our mistakes.
Please let us know of any correc-

tions that need to be made and we
will print them in next week's issue.
To report any corrections that
need to be made, please contact
The Current at 314-516-5174 or by
email at thecurrent@ums/.edu

MCMA

U»

~

'~ht

Q:nrrmt
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Rresidential search committee visits campus
'.

By PAUL HACKBARTH

Associates in Atlanta, the search search for the next president," in
To Walker, it means "someone
Design Editor
firrll hired to help with the presiden- terms of increased student enroll- whose training represents a high
tial search. Baker has more than 30 ment.
level of academic[s] . A high level
years of experience dealing with
Walker said she wants the next doesn't necessarily mean a terminaWhat does UM-St. Louis want to executive searches and has conduct- president to continue th~ momentum . tion degree, but it does mean somesee in the uiiiversity system's next ed more than 800 searches, includ- of Floyd's work with increasing one who has excelled' in their field
president?
ing 400 for academic and nonprofit enrollment, but said that task is not of study." However, Cairns said she
Curators Marion Cairns: David clients.
easy.
places a high ,emphasis on a Ph.D.
Wasinger and vice chair Cheryl
"We're looking for the perfect ·
"You have to pare that down to
Baker said an acaderpic backWalker as well . as student curator human being," Baker said. He and th.e different academic degree offer- ground can be· controversial in a
Maria Kerford held . a discussion university administrators developed ings for each campus and which pro- presidential search.
forum last Monday to answer that a leadership .statement, which lists grams are in a position to expand
"They may not hold a doctorate
question. The Board of Curators is the qualifications and characteristics today and which need more infra- [degree]," he said. In his last presisearching for the system's 22nd they ' have agreed on that next the structure to expand tomorrow," she dential searches at the University of
president. Outgoing President Elson president should have.
said.
North Carolina and the University of
Floyd accepted an offer to become
One' characteristic that Student
Mark Burkholder, dean of the Georgia, Baker said neither presipresident at Washington State Government Association President College of Arts and Scienc<!$, asked dent chosen had a doctoral degree.
Univers~ty in December.
Nick Koechig is looking for is if the what the curators meant when they
Also on hand to answer questions . next president would "keep the said the president should have an
was Jerry Baker, of Baker & interest of students at heart in [their] appropriate academic bac~ground. .
See PRESIDENT, page 12
0

Carrie Fasiska • Assislmu PlxJIO Edilor

Jerry Baker of Baker-Parker, Inc. has been hired to conduct the
search for the univeristy system's next president. Nominations
for the next president can be made online at
www.umsystem.edulpresidentialsearch.

MOHELA vote on hold

until after spring recess
By

JASON GRANGER

News Editor
PI~ to sell $350 million worth of

Angela CIoIae • SlaJiPixqrupber

. Benton·Stadler Hall would receive $28.5 million of funding under
Gov. Matt Btun~ MOHE~ propOsal" Missouri le&islators are on
spring 1HInk 'this ween, so, lhe vote on the MOHELA sale will be
delayed.

student loans will be delayed until
after the legislature's spring recess,
according to sources within the UM
System.
- According to Scott Charton, din~ctor of media relations for the UM
System,legislators would like to take
time to review the legislation more in
depth.
.
The legislation irlquestion, proposed by Missouri Gov. Matt Blunt,
would restore funding to several
buildings originally excluded from
the sale of the loans, held by the
Missouri Higher Education Loan
Authority.
Included in these buildings is
Benton-Stadler Hall on the UM-Sl
Louis campus. The building houses
.UM-Sl Louis' science departments,
including chemistry, biology. physics
and psychology.
. Benton-Stadler Hall had been
removed from buildings that were to
receive funding from the loan sale
due to pressure from pro-life and imtistem cell research groups such as
M i. ouri Right to Life. The gJ ups
have. ·ct the buildings
uld indi-

rectly fund embryonic stem cell
research by potentially housing the
research.
Under Blunt's propOsal, BentonStadler would receive a full allocation
of $28:5 million. The money is needed, according to UM-St Louis
Chancellor Thomas George, to renovate the building, including completely reworking the electrical systems.
'1ngenera!, the. situation is very
fluid," Charton said. 'The parties are
going to take the spring break to
review the information."
Persons within the system remain
.. optimistic about the proposal,
Charton said, and are excited to see
the outcome.
"The University of Missouri
believes the capital project needs are
great," Charton said. ''Benton-Stadler
has long been a priority."
Despite the delay in legislation,
Student Governrnent Association
· President Nick Koechig said be was
happy to hear the news of BentonStadler.'s funding.
. "1 was very happy to hear that
Benton-Stadler will receive a full
allocation," Koechig said.

We're hiring talented people for our new
Customer Care Center in St. Louis I Want to get your
career off to agreat start? Then check us out at. ..

americanfamilyinsurance.jobs OR text AMFAM to 78247

.........--....

AMERICAN FAMILY
.i?""'i-•.
i~I+ • •

Visit us at the
career fair
on Friday,

March 16, 2007!
EOE

Got a tip? Cal l us
on our news lin e,
314-5 16- 51 74.
Sports, news,
features, A & E,
we want to know
what you know !

See MOHELA VOTE,. page 1

VVednesday, April 11, 2007
12:30 pm - 2:00 pm

Century Hall Room
UM-St. Louis Millennium Student Center

Who- ~K' yOUt CCtfllt .
~wiUv.puy~O«t
ofw jO'W}K' eat'"K'?

Maria Everding, anationally recognizedetiquette consultant,
will guide students through afour-course meal.
•

Tickets are:
$10.00 for students who ar~ registered with Career Services
• $20.00 for all other UM-St. Louis shldents

Visit Career Services t.o register by Wednesday, April 4,2007.

Car er Service
278 Millennium Student Center
(314) 516.. 5111
www,umsLedu/ ar er
YourK yt
J
.
'.

"
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OUR OPINION

EDITOR'S VIEWPOINT

Think safety this Spring Break!

SGA needs discussion, ~ not
an easy way out of meetings

The time for sun and fun is upon
us once again, as spring break is just
one week away.
Many UM-St. Louis students will
bead for warmer environs, trying to
shake off the lUst from a long, cold,
at times sloppy, winter.
We are envious, for while many
of xou will be soaking up energizing
sunrays, we will be stuck inside The
Current offices putting together the
annual Stagnant, our parody issue.
However, for those of you heading to
other locales, we have some advice,
First of alL have some fun. We all
know how long and hard a slag the
school year can be, and we also
know everyone needs a break every
now again. Spring break can be the
antidote needed to make getting
through the rest of the school year
just a little easier.
We also would like to advise the
noble professors of this fine institution to try and get away, as well. We

know students do not make it easy on
you, and surely you need a chance to
rel<L"\ under a palm tree with a margarita \vith a little umbrella lnside.
Like students, it might be just what
you need to recharge the batteries
and come back bright eyed and
bushy tailed.
.
There are some things to watch
out for, especially jf you are headed
to the beach.
First of all, beware of sharks. If
you happen to hear a cello· playing
low. ominous tones. it would be best
to vacate the premises post haste.
Also. if someone tells you you are
"gonna need a bigger boat," you
illight want to make sure your floaty
wings are inflated.
Also. to the ladies amongst lft...1St. Louis' popllla~jon, beware any
bus that has any of these words in
any order: girls, gone or wild, Guys,
incase you have not watched
Comedy Central at 2 a.m., there is a

new danger for you, as well. For
some reason unknown to us, someone felt a good idea would be to create a "Guys Gone Wild" franchise.
So just keep that in the back of your
minds.
For those of you headed to
Mexico, we hate to be the bearer of
bad news, but there is a beast run
wild down there. You may have
heard rumors of this creature. known
as the. chupacabra. from his many
appearances in the supennarket
tabloids and the frequent specials
about him on the National
Geographic channel. All we are saying is, do not go out at night alone.
Otherwise, have at it folks. As
professional students, we are all bur- .
dened with a lack of free time, stress
and headaches.
While spring break offers a
chance to unwind, we would like to
take the time to ask everyone to be
safe this spring vacation. '

STAFF VIEWPOINT

Coulter shows remaining homophobia'

EDITORIAL BOARD
Adam D. Wiseman
Melissa S. Hayden
Myron MCNeill
Paul Hackbarth
Patricia Lee
Jason Granger
Amlj Redctenwald
LaGuan Fuse
Cate Marquis
Sarah O'Brien
"Our opinion" reflects
the majority opinion of
the Editorial Board.

WE WANT TO
HEAR FROM YOU
As a forum for public
expression on campus,
The Currentwelcomes
letters to the editor and
guest commentaries
from students, facwlty,
staff members and others concerned with
issues relevant to the
University of MissouriSt Louis.

Letters to the editor
should be brief, and
those not exceeding
200 words will be given
preference. We edit letters for clarity and
length, not for dialect,
correctness, intent or
grammar. All letters
must include a daytime
phone number. Students
must include their student ID numbers.
Faculty and staff must
include their title(s) and
department(s). EQitor-inchief reserves the right
to respond to letters.
The Current reserves the
right to deny letters.
Guest commentaries are
typically longer (generally 400-600 words) on a
specific topic of interest
o readers. If you are
iTilterested in writing a
~uest commentary,
please contact The
Currents editor-in-chief.

Recently. conservative mouthpiece Ann Coulter created a controversy with her comments regarding
Democratic presidential ' candidate
John Edwards.
While addressing a large crowd
of conservati ves, Coulter called
Edwards a "faggot." The .context
was not so t1attering for Coulter.
"I was going to have a fe w comments on the other Democrati presidential candidate, John &h ards,
By JASON GRANGER
but it turns out that you have (0 go
into rehab if you use the word 'fagellIS Edilor
got,' 0 I'm - so, kind of at an
impasse, can't ~ e al l y talk a bout big of hypocrites as Democrats (and
Edwards, o I think I'll ju t conclude the Dem era a.re make no mi, take
bere and take your que tions. " he about it).
aid at the annu al C on erva tive
However, coming from one of
Political Action Confer nee.
the rna I popular ,{oice ' of the
After the co~ents , the re w as "mora! ' political party, this shows
the usual round of c ndemnatiol1s , thRt Republican still h,we a long
with eveI;Yone from meIJ,l be of the way to go in their campaign of tole;rGay and Le. bian Alliance Against an .
Defamation, to Re publi can pre iTIle Republican have actively
dential candidates John McCain and been tryi ng to recruit blacks,
Mitt Romney denouncing her state- Hispanics' and other minorities to
ment.
come to their party. However, how
While Coulter's statement alone are minorities supposed to embrace
was offensive.,enough, her defense a party that bashes other minorities?
of the use of "faggot" was even
Unfortunately for Republicans,
more reprehensible.
this is just another mistake in a long
On Fox News' "Hannily & line of offensive comments (once
Calmes," Coulter defended the again, the Democrats have their own
statement by saying the slur was not skeletons in the closet, but not quite
actually a slur, but a, school yard on this level).
taunt analogous with "wuss."
If you look at some of the other
Right, a word that has historical- . comments, like Rush Limbaugh's
about
Parkinson"s
ly been used to demean gay men is statements
actually terminology for a weak- "DIsease stricken actor Michael J.
Fox, Michael Savage's assertion
ling? When did this happen?
So what does this prove? It that anyone who speaks out against
proves that Republicans are just as the war in ·Iraq is treasonous and

.
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How. do you feel about
the topics we've covered?
You can make your voice
heard in a variety of ways!

• Oiscussion at SGA meetings

• Ann Coulter
.• Glob3J. Warming

• Submit a letter to the editor
.W~te a guest commentary
• Visit our online forums .
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ity of hip-hop to
What do you think
of hip-bop? Wbatis its
occur.
Everyone
has
current state in your
mind? Are you one to
seen it. Rapper is
believe that its impact
slain! Rapper is
is valid and you can
imprisoned! Hip-hop
~ee glimpses . of its
influences kids to be
global influence everyviolent! Women are
where? Or are you one
viewed as sex objects
in hip-hop videos!
to dislike it because of
misogynist messages
These are usual headsent by many hip-hop
lines many associate
artists?
\vith hip-hop, and are
By MYRON McNElLL
. When you think of
mostly negative.
Opinions Editor
There was, how'hip-hop, do you think.
of young men with fetish for violence, ever, 'a conversation that took place
hili-naked 0f sometimes fully nude about hip-hop that was not negative., A
women, drugs, money and flamboyant story highlighted a hip-hop forum that
lifestyles? Do these crazed men@pear sought to give advice about financ~ to
to be lifeless, full of hatred or angry?
minorities or anyone in the vicinity on
Perhaps these details are a correct the front page of "USA Today" from
reflection of the current c1a~s of hip- March 9.
hoppers, or perhaps not is what one
"The forum featured several artists,
might say, ,believing. that hip-hop . executives and others in the industry
encompasses more than negativity and who talked about their financial woes,
that the men who portray these images hardships 'and learning experiences,
in the media are simply a reflection of
It was a good article and I was glad
society.
to hear something good for a ~hange,
Regardless, it makes for a good con- especially since the newest craze in pipversation. Speaking of conversation, let hop is "beef,". and everyone wants to
us discuss a conversation. that took discuss it, market and ~ll it.
place, but normally does not take place.
I was drawn specifically to a com, This sounds strange: I suppose.
ment made by none other than Russell
How does something take place, but Simmons-.
normally not take place? Well, it is comSee HIP-HOP, page 14
mon for conversation about the negativ-

UNDERCU RENT
By Carrie Fasiska • Associate

Ph010

Editor ,

Who would you like t'? be
our next UM System
President?

CONTACT US
bne University Blvd.
Room 38? MSC
St. Louis, MG 63121

Glen Beck calling Natalie Malnes of
the Dixie Chicks fat, you see a
trend.
The Republican Party attempts to·
paint itself as the party of morals
and conscience. They say their
beliefs are rooted firmly in Christian
teachings, yet they constantly show
their ignorance with comments such
<L'i these.
This is not a sweeping judgment
of Republicans. There are plenty of
them out there who found Coulter's
comments offensive and reprimanded her.
RepublicllI1s say the DemocraL,
are filled with hate, that they go out
of their way to attack and demean
President George W. Bush. This is
partly true. It i. part of the joys of
politics.
Howe er, while the Democrats
have called Bush a .liar (he is),
secretive (lie IS) and arrogant (three
for three), they. have never stooped
to the level of lobbing petty comments like 'faggot" at him,
In a culture that is supposed to be
at least somewhat enlightened, isn' t
it time we lilY off the gays and lesbians?
"Faggot" to that popUlation is as .
offensive
"nigger" is to African
Americans or "spic, ' is to
Hispanics.
If Ms. Coulter's childish comment accomplished anything, it's
that we all still have a long way to
go in our tolerance.
We have taken strides, g?od
ones, in civil and women's· rights,
isn't it time we exte~ded gays and
lesbians the same courtesy?

problems that we
To be lazy is on,e
should call or email
thing, to be detrimenLeo Gutierrez of
tal is another.
parking and transThis past Friday
portation. Koechig
the SGA meeting was
then shared the email
in good form. The
and
phone number
regular run of elected
of Mr. Gutierrez and
students, one after
told us to voice our
another, told us what
concerns with him.
was on their particular
Why does the
agenda for the week ..
By ADAM D. WISEMAN
SGA President not
The chambers 'had
Editor-in-Chief
feel it is his job to
to listen to the
take care of student
'Reports' from the
concerns? I did not
various individuals
and although some of the infon:nation see Koechig wielding a pen and writwas relevant to the entire campus, most ing down any of these concerns, in fact
I don't know if Koechig even cares
of it wasn't.
The two issues that poked their about the conceros raised in SGA
heads out from under the thick brush of meetings.
Why would our own elected student
words and sentences were parking (big
surprise) and pro-card use by student officials tell the students to go somewhere else? He was elected to repreorganizations ..
In both instances there was some sent the students on this campu!i. He
discussion coming from the assembly. should represent them and allow the
Bryan Goers, student court chief jus- conversation to continue and allow the
tice, had to field several concerns over students he represents to show their
parKing on south campus. Several rep- frustration and for him to act on them.
Later. but not too much later, disresentati ves from different student
groups voiced their concerns over the cussion was being developed on the
fact that faculty and staff can park any- use of the procurement cards by stuwhere, and students have to park in stu- dent· organizations. Pro-cards (the
slang teml) are used for purchasing
dent parking.
This issue seems small, and through items for student organizations and
some discussion with the faculty senate bring an ease to the groups that need
probably could be resolved and the two items. In other words it makes purchasrepresentative ~dies could come to an ing faster and easier for supplies and
giveaways,
agreement.
In. the middle of a line of questionBut the small issue was getting a lot
of feedback from the assembly that ing by concerned student representarepresents the Students. Questions were tives , David Dodd, stud~nt senate repbeing asked, and answers were being resentative, motione~ to close the floor
given. People were talking when called for discussion. There was a quick secupon, and Goers was answering their ond, then a quick call of members in
favor, and a loud in unison "Aye", and
concerns.
But then, Nick Koechig, SGA pres- the discussion was over.
Yet again, the discussion was over.
ident; quelled the conversation by just
• telling the assembly that we could "talk
about for this for hours" and instead of
See DISCUSSION, page 13
. telling our elected student officials our

What do you think? Send your ovyn response
to thecurrent@umsl.edu. The person who submits
: the best response each week wins a free T-shirt,

Jeanne Patrick

David Castro

Joy Mukwada

Senior
Secondary Education

Graduate Student
Chemistry

Senior
Bio-Chemistry

Junio'r
Political Science

Graduate'Student
Pre-Medicine

"Bozo the Clown,
its all a big circus
anyway."

"Sam 'Ace' Rothstein,
Robert DeNiro's character
in Casino because he was
in control of a whole casino, he could handle the
UM System,"

·UI John,

"Chris Rock.
because he knows.
Issues and knows how
to make people laugh. "

·We shouldn't have it
president. we should iust
be anarchists,·

because he would
lmake the schools
aunk."

Nicole Byerley
~

~

~

.'
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STAfF VIEWPOINT

Global warming faces ever-shifting arguments against it

.A+B= AWell Rounded Person

What would it 'take to convince
some people of the realities of global
warming?
. Back in the '70s, scientists started
finding evidence that the average
temperature of the planet was changing. Most of the evidence suggested
·the world was getting warmer but
fluctuating temperatures made the
picture unclear. Some people, mostly
non-scientists, argued for the opposite conclusion, that fluctuating temperatures might instead mean the
planet was headed for another lee
Age. They called for more data to
prove it was global warming.
Scientifj.c data contilmed'to accu·
mulate and by the '90s, the evi"dence
made it pretty clear that the globe was
warming. Now the argument against
the growing scientifIC evidence
became that while the planet might
be getting warmer, it might be a nat·
ural phenomenon, and that there was
no 'reason to think man's activitieS
were the cause. Again, opponents of
the 'idea of global warming called for
more data, this time to prove

mankind was the priIs cancer a hoax?
Is your doctor just
mary t;ause.
With the release of
looking for money
if he gives you that
the Intergovernmental
. diagnosis? Are
Panel on Climate
Change's survey of the
you willing to take
that chance?
scientific evidence of
Up to recently,
global wanuing early
the
arguments
thisyear, we now have
. against . global
'not only sufficient data
that global warming is
have
warming
By CATHERINE
sounded ' 'like the.
happening but that the
MARQUiS-HoMEYER ' ,
arguments
of
most likely cause is
human activity. How
tobacco compaScience Columnist
do global warming
-nies about cigadoubters
respond?
rettes and cancer,
They now say global wanning is a as several people have pointed out.
"hoax," and that essentially all scien- The arguments against the realities of
tists are lying about it.
global warming often originated in
Does it seem reasonable that there "think tanks" funded by oil and other
is a wide-spread conspiracy among energy companies whose profits
scientists to manufacture false data would be negatively impacted if we
on global warming? That all scien- .try tb reduce greenhouse gases contists are liars?
tributing to global warming. But the
One wonders how many:ofthose "hoax" idea goes beyond what even
who consistently resist the facts on the tobacco companies claimed.
global warming maintain the sanle
If . coal and oil industry-back
suspicion on other scientific research. groups say g}obal warming is a

"hoax," are we expected to believe
them? Ironically, one of the arguments of the "hoax" is that scientists
stand to profit if they "c~lnvince us
that global wanning is real." On the
other hand., we should not suspect the .
motives of oil and'coal companies.
There are a number of problems
with the "hoax" idea but a big one is
the assertion that scientists are lying
about global warming because they
will profit from it. One major flaw
with that idea: whether scientists say
global wanning is happening or not,
they still get paid. There is no shortage of scientific work, and the only
risk is if they were to, say, falsify

data
Some' global warming opponents .
argue 'that government pressures scientists to say global warming is real . .
The evidence points to the opposite:
several government scientists have
resigned due" to administration pressure to take out or dilute, findings
pointing to global wanning.
See WARMING, page 13
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America's obsession with Anna Nicole Smith is gross
What the hell is going on? Has this
country's entertainment value dropped

so low that anyone can get a movie
made about them?
For those of you who have not
heard, there will be a movie about the
life of Anna Nicofe Smith that will
possibly be filmed and released for
TV as .early as June. The niovie might
even nlake it to theaters.
There are already blogs where people are discussing who should play
Smith in the movie. I saw one blog
that said Tori Spelling should play the
rqle and another one suggested
Cbarlize Theron. It does oot matter to
me who plays Smith in the movie I
just know I will not watch it. In fact, I
will not even waste my money on the
bootleg copy.
I tried to let her rest in peace, but
maybe I.was the only one.
r did'not think ~mith 's life was one
of grear accomplishments, bur I guess

a

that is matter of perbecause she was pens this week to get news coverage
ception.
another "blonde- off of Smith. I do. not want anyone else
There is nb doubt
white to die or anything major iike that to
hatred,
that Smith's is one of
woman?" I really happen, but am I the only one who is
the hottest stories out
hope that is not the tired of hearing about little baby
there right now, and
Dannielynn and who her father may
case.
,Smith died over be?
apparently, she will
. a month ago, but it
How many children in this country
continue to be in the
spotlight for at least a
.does not seem like do not know who their fathers are?
few more months.
it because of all the How many adults') I know there ' is
Are we not still at
new stories that are more than one. Right now Dannielynn
war? I am only asking
popping up daily seems to be the most important.
By LAGUAN FUSE
I thought this would be over by
because I need to find a
concemi,!g
her
now,
but I wa~ wrong.
new news medium to
and
pos,
daughter
Sports Editor
watch because accordsible
fathers.
I thought I would be able to ignore
ing to CNN, the stories about Smith Smith's death seems more like a new it, but Smith is everywhere. I hope that
are still considered "breaking news."
primetimedrarna
Smith's family and friends are able to
I haven spoken to a few people
Is that why this is still the most get the custody issues sorted out and I
about Smith and the news coverage gripping story of the year? Is Smith's hope ~ Dannielyun grows up happy
about her death, and unfortunately I saga the greatest of our time? Will we and healthy.
With that aside, I hope .that news
have heard the same thing from sever- tell our children and grandchildren the
al different people. Could it be that great story of Anna Nicole Smith?
coverage actually goes back to coverSmith was viewed as an American sex
ing news and not just another "blondeI sure hope not
mOOI and. her -death is overstated
In fact, I hope that something hap- haired, white woman.'·
--'----~, -----

It is apparent to
sive and "yet to
me that people often
come" is hiding
.' do not want t9 be
from the real
, world .
accountable for anything. I work at a food
As mentioned,
establishment, which
college is a real
I will not name out of
wor! d situation.
This means that an
respect to my bosses.
integral part of the
If a person shows
up late, it is the ride's
college experience
should be learning
fault, or traftic even
though home is 10 By RACHAEL YAMNITZ . to be accountable
. minutes from the
for the actions you
Staff V?riter
establishment, or the
as a student take.
bus driver was being "crazy." Forget
If some students stay up partying
that if you take an earlier bus, or leave with friends and oversleep, missing
with 20 minutes to spare instead of 11 class on a regular basis, then it should
minutes, you probably would have be of no surprise that their grades sufbeen on time.
fer. lf studying ·takes a backseat to
My favorite is when people just recreational activities, then a lowered
, decide that working is applicable GPA should come as no real surprise.
only when they feel like it. So if a
Life takes effort. People are
custoj11er is unpleasant then it is ok to responsible for their own actions or
just leave on break and never return. inactions. Things cannot always be
Or not show up at all when sched- someone else's fault.
uled.,
People are not made of Teflon.
Obligations become optional, and Being an adult is more about responthe other people remaining are left sibility and experience rather than
holding ' th~ bag, making up for the age. The biggest aspect of responsifact that one employee decided "Me. bility is being accountable for the
I don't care. It's just a job."
decisions made. Experience is living
It is NOT just a job! It is a respon- and gaining knowledge.
sibility that people take when they
The most useful knowledge is
decide to join the workforce. People knowing yourself. Knowing your
like to pretend that just because they own limitations is important for a balare in high school or under the age of anced life, especially in college.
28, they are protected from the "real Students can not study all the time,
but they also can not never study.
world" and the experience of living.
The "real world" is not some fictiAnyone who has ever tried to use
tious place that magically appears a scale in a science lab knows that
when people decide they are "adults." balance takes effort. It is not easy or·
Participating in responsible actions s~ple, but if life were easy it would
such as jobs, college and relation- not culminate in death.
So, suck it up, own up to znistakes .
ships puts people into the "real
world."
or miscues and learn from them. That
The real world happens all the is what they are there for. Life is a
time. Acting like the real world is elu- learning experience, so embrace it.
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'How would you like to work for the

busiest restaurant in town?

The Old Spaghetti Factory
727 N. First Street
SATURDAY, MAY 12

MARK TWAIN BUILDING
10 A.M. · College af Nursing

!I,

~
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• UMSlIWU Joinl Undergraduale
Engineering Program
· College of Fine Arts & Communication
· School of Social Work
· Bachelor 01 General Studies
Bacheior of Inlerdisci~linary Sludles
·.UM·Rolla Engineering Education Center
· Masler's in Gerontology
· Masler's in Public Policy Administration
2P.M.

· College 01 Arts and ScienCes

6P.M.

• College of Optometry

(BLANCHE M. TOUHILL PERFORMING ARTS CENTER)

SUNDA1~

MAY 13

Located two blocks north of the Gateway Arch in
Laclede's Landing
We are currently hiring for all p.ositions
No experience necessary!
You. must be 16 to work here, 19 to wait tables
Some of the great benefits include':
E-:nployee discounts

Flexible scheduling
Metro Line Access
S~t your own schedule

MARK 1WAIN BUILDING
2P.M.

· College 01 Education

6.P.M.

· College of BuslnesB Administralion

Get your summer job early!
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2007 Trailblazer Recipients

UMSL Celebrates
Women's History

• Olivia Ayes, graduate sMlentin
,creative writing .
.• Ann Chisholm. graduate stu,dent in social work .

.• Tracy E. Hart, president of
ifarltpIl Corporation .
• L~nda l. uebermal1\, a senior
manager at IJHY Advisors .

Trailblazer ceremony honors seven
women 'moving history forward'
By AMY

R.EC!<'TENWAU)

f'ec;Wn;;s Editor

The Uruversity of Missouri-St Louis
and the Office of Equal Opportunity celebrated Women's History Month on
Tuesday, March 13, with the naming of
the 2007 Trailblazers.
This year's theme was "Generations
of Women Moving History Forward."
The celebration started ",ith a perfOl1llance by pmfessional stOlyteUer Karen
Young.
Young's perfomlance told the tales of
generations of women in history that
faced the issue of women's suffrage. Her
presentation quoted hum the St l<llIis
Globe-Democrat in 1920: "That voice
haq been costly, prize it."
Olivia Ayes, graduate student in creative writing, was the fut Trailblazer
presented. She is a graduate assistant in
the Office of Student Life and involved
in event programming for the Women's
Resource center.
In her speech, she said shewa<; "privileged to have ri.ghts previous generations haven't." She continuen to say that
while there is a perception of her generation being apathetic to issues, there are
stili enough in her generation to question
them.
Ann Chisholm, grdduate student in
social work was the second student
Trailblazer. She serves on the student
senate and i co-chair of the conuninee
on Student Affairs.

She found the earlier storytelling
presentation touching and said, "I am
pri.vileged to reap the benefits of many
generations who have gone ahead." She
encouraged the audience by saying, "We
all have to seize opportunities."
Tracey E. Hart, the first female to
become president of a major general
contracting company in St Louis , was
the third Trailblazer to be honored.
. She has been named one of the 2S
Most Influential Business Women in St.
Louis. is the president of Tarlton
Corporation and established the Tarlton
Corporation Endo\yment at UM SI.
L{)uis. Her speech spoke of people who
have an open mind to move fOlward.
"While moving history fOlward
see'ins daunting, it's one step at a time,"
she said.
LYllda LiebeI1llan, senior manager at
UHY ad\'isors, li M-St. Louis alumna
and board member of the St. Louis chapter of the Association for Corporate
Growth, was the next Trailblazer recognized.
She said when she first entered the
work force, she thought she had to act
like a man.
"It's ok to act like a woman. \Ve can
just be ourselves," she said.
Nancy Magnuson. assistant vice
provost for Student Affairs, was the fifth
Trailblazer named. Her work includes
University . Health, Wellness &
Couoseling Services.
She said that she learned these three
things: "Service to others, embrace

• Nancy 1M. MagnijS()n, associate
vice provost fOJ student affairs.
• O"iotnja T. Montague, associate
vice prGvost for stlldent affairs.
• Nallora l Sweet, associate profesorof EngJish at UMSL

WOITilen,'~ .said Ayes.

Angela .Clouse •

Sl<1/f.PIJoIosraIi1er

Storyteller Karen Young was the guest speaker at the 2007
Trailblazers Ceremony.

change and never give up."
Orinthia Montague, associate vice
provost for Studcnt Affairs and dean of
students, wa, presented next. She
expressed her thanks to her staff and
other supporters.
. Nanora Sweet, associate professor of
English and director of the Institute for
WQmen's and Gender Studies from 1997
to 2000. was the final Trailblazer
announced.
According to Cynthia Wells, administratiw assistant for the OEO, nominations for Trailblazers are accepted from

the whole GanlpUS·: From there, the selection committee reviews the nominations
and makes their selections.
"This year, we had the mm,t nominations we' ve ever had," Wells said. The
nominations totaled 42.
The ceremony recognizes women's
achievements, both past and present.
Many of this year's Trailblazers
expressed that they felt humbled and surprised at their honor.
. "1 was really surpri.sed, actually, and
definitely honored to be chosen along
with such admirable and outstanding

"1 truly don't believe I've moved history forward as an individual. I certainly
haven't impacted lives or changed existing policies in ways that has affected
society, which would then culminate in
changing 'history.' But 1 do believe that
my path in life will refle.::t my ideals,"
she said.
Chisholm expressed similar feelings.
"1 am so h{)nored, and I feel so humbled," she said. She said when she read
about some of the other awardees, she
felt "humbled by tl;e company I'm in."
She admitted; however, that she has
formed a pathway for non-traditional
students, having started college after four
of her five children had graduated from
college. She said it was inspiring for others to see a non-traditional student
'1t helps people dream about what
they can do," Cbilsholm said.
Ayes said her advice to women is ''to
continue being empowered and
informed so that we can, individually
and collec.tively, ove.rcome societal constraints."
According. to Chisholm, "Moving
things forward seems daunting, but pe0ple who viant to make the most of themselves will try anyway. ~ometimes ,
obstacles are the greatest opportunities."

'Women on the Move" exhibit soars above tradition and prejudice
TOP 10

Influential Women
in History.
1. Queen

Elizabeth Iof
Eng land (1603) Sometimes referred to as
The Virgin Queen.

2.

Rosa Parks (2005) U.S. Congress referred to
her as "Mother of the
Modern-Day Civil Rights
Movement "

3. Sappho of Lesbos
(570 BC) - Ancient Greek
lyric poet

4.

Susan B. Anthony
(1906) - Helped secure
women's suffrage in the
United States.

5. Pocahontas (1617) Native American who
became a celebrity in
London after marrying
Englishman John Rolfe.

6.

Cleopatra (30 BC) Co-ruler of Egypt with
her father.

7.

Empress Tz' u-hsi of
China (1908) - Ru led
over China for 47 years.

8.

Sandra Day O'Connor
(1930-7) - Served 25
years on the US Supreme
Court.

By

M ABEL SUEN

"istant Copy Editor

OVer 100 visitors attended th opening of Gallery Yisio' fifth annual
"Women on the Move" exhibit in honor
of Women's HistOIY Month.
This display of amvork by illvI-St.
Louis women student~. staff and alumni boasted the largest turnout in the history of the event, said exhibit curator
Annette C::rymes, seni.or, art.
"There is a tme artistic talent which
exists within the UMSL community,"
Crymes said. "We want to support th.e
arts and especialJy want to support our
emerging artists."
A variety of ple.::es fllled the gallery
space, ranging from handcrafted elephant dung baskets and a colored wood
etching to charco3.1 drawings and a larger than life marupulated photograpl1 of
a nude woman, created to question concept~ of beauty.
Student pieces were juried by
Mallarie Zimmer, founder and executive director of Venus Envy, and
Katherine Pass, adjunct professor at
Washington University and member of
Venus Envy.
In additiOn, Kathleen Butterly
Nigro , lecturer for the Institute for
Women 's and Genders Studies, awarded Lebecca Peterson, senior, painting,
with the Ruth Buttedy Emerging Altist
Award.
.
Nigro named the award after her
mother, who always encouraged her to
appreciate the arts.
"This is just a cOllJcidence, but the
name of the painting is called 'Cleo,' a
chair that my mother owns," Peterson
said. "1 thought it was interesting that
both of us honored our mothers."
"Women on the Move" also featured
a mixed media piece from guest artist
Gina Alvarez, of the Fort Gonda

Matthew Hi! • Siaff PbouwajJber

"Women On The Move" is an annual UMSL event now in its fifth year. The exhibit includes includes faculty, staff, al,imni and student work
from women artists °on campus~ The exhibition will be running through April 13 at Gallery Visio in the MSC.

Compound for the Arts, and a Kate
Chopin comer with arrangements and
notes by Nigro.
According to Nigro, the comer has
been a part of the exhibit for three .
years. The exhibit is dedicated to a different celebrated SI. Louis woman
every year, and showcases artifacts,
documents, traditions and sometimes
clothing.

Nigro, who is president of the Rate '
Chopin Society, said she aimed to
showcase some aspect of feminist novelist Chopin besides her masterwork,
"The Awakening."
GaUery manager Pat Johnson s(lid
she hopes to break tradition by expanding "Women on the Move" to include
.work from male artists next year.
. Male artists will have the opportuni-

.ty to submit work displaying percep- community to go and view the exhibit
tions of women in a contemporary set- because it enhances oUr self image as '
ting in order to create a dialogue.
being a multi-faceted, talented commu"1 think it's important that we don't nity," she said.
. focus on the gender issue, but rather 'on
"UMSL Women on the Move
the fact that people who have been . 2007," on display until April 13, is free
reluctant to perceive themselves a1; and open to the public. Gallery Yisio
artists have an opportunity to showcase hoUrS are Monday, Tuesday and
their talent," Nigro said.
Thursday from 11 a.m. to 5 p.m. and
"I want to encoUrage the UMSL Wednesday from 11 a.m. to 8 p.m.
.

9.

Mirabai (1547) Famous Hindu mystical'
poetess.

10.

Isabella I of Castile
and Aragon (1504) Founded Spain.
For more about these
women and others, visit
www.aboutcom.

If you have an idea for the

next top ten list or any suggestions of what you would
like to see us cover in our
Features section, please send
your ideas to us:
To talk about Women's
History Month go online
thecurrentonline.coml
messageboardl
or e-mail us
thecurrent@umsl.edu

Women's roles ·in.religion
By

MELISSA

s.

HAYDEN

Managing Editor

Are interpretations of sexuality and
gender differences creating a struggle
for women's equality in religious roles?
"Women and Religion," part of the
"Conversations and Controversy" series
sponsored by the Catholic Newman
Center, was held last Tuesday in room
313 of the Millennium Student Center at
1 p.m.
The event was a conversation with
religious leaders from the Catholic,
Lutheran and Muslim faiths during
which the leaders discussed the role of
women in their rebgion.
M. Waheed Rana, professor of the
Center for Anatomical Science and
. Education at St. Louis University'S
School of Medicine, said Muslims fol-

low the scripture of the Koran "without
any question."
However, he said the equality of the
genders in the Islamic religion is not represented properly by what is seen on tel~
evision."Whatever they show you on
TV is totally cultural," he said.
Rana said, according to the Koran, all
mankind needs to equally be conscious
of their "lord, be conscious of Allah,"
and demand their rights from one another. He said women who are seen being
mistreated in the public eye are not
aware of their rights.
"These people doing these thirigs
don't let the women know what their
rights are," he said.
According to Rana, the treatment of
women was that of equality when he
was growing up in India .
'''The women were all the same," he

• How barriers can be broken and the'
problems with -cultural interpretations

said, which came from local traditions.
Teresa Roberson-Ml)..1lins, Chaplain know what to do with that," Scherer
Although the Muslim cultures differ of Pastoral Care for SSM DePaul Heath said ..When men and women are 'around
greatly in their followers' treatment of Center in Bridgeton, said the Catholic each other, she said, "there is that desire
women, he said, "the people take these ebeory of ."in persona Christi" which to· touch one another," it can take the
[traditions] very rigidly."
teaches ''that Christ is the groom and the focus off prayer.
"The local traditions sometimes . church is his bride" is a stumbling block
Desire and loss of focus on prayer
overshadow the religious factors," Rana for women's roles in her religion.
accounts for the only time a woman cansaid.
.
'This is where the church struggles. not perform a religious rite in Islam.
Local traditions and interpretations Do we take this literally ·or figurative- Rana said when men are present during
of scripture have also plagued the roles ly?" Roberson-Mullins said. "If we do a prayer, a woman should not lead it.
of women in the Catholic and Lutheran [take it literally], does that mean the con"When [a man is] standing iIi the .
religions."It's not easy, God speaks gregation should be all women?"
front, the woman would bend over and
through scriptures and also through
Roberson-Mullins said new Catholic ' . this will distract [him]," he said.
community," said Rev. Karen Scherer of teachings on the theology of the body
Aside from this one condition, Rana
Unity Lutheran ChUrch in Bel-Nor. .
will help followers understand how to said "women can excel anywhere they
Scherer said interpretations can "all interpret the scriptures through discus- want" in Islamic religions responsibiliget mixed up" and from a Lutheran per- sion of gender differences and sexuality. ties, careers and life in general.
spective, the scri.ptures of the Bible are
"\Ve've got to come out of the closet
Roberson-Mullins said women's
not taken literally.
.
and admit that we are sexual beings," roles in religions can become "unstuck"
"We do not interpret it literally. We she said.
if we simply learn from each other's reliinterpret it culturallY," she said.
"Dealing with sexuality, we don't gions and cultures.

•
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Institute of Women and Gender Studies
celebrates women's history through ' ar~s
'

By

.

'

Poetry reading
features work
from Cherry
Pie Press

.

AMY RECKTENWALD

might uplift or connect someone else
in the congregation.
"That spiritual connectedness
continues in the poetry," she said.

FeatuTes Editor

"Art matters. It enriches our lives
and gives it pleasure, but opens our
eyes," said Kathy Gentile, director of
the Institute for Women's and Gender
Studies at the University of MissouriSt. Louis.
As part of the celebration of
Women's History Month, the lWGS
presented a four part presentation of
'The Art of Women's History" on
March 14 in the gentury ~ooms of
the Millennium Student Center.
The first presentation was of general studio art by Sharon Caliner,
affiliflte assistant professor <if art and
art histDry.
Callner's display included drawipgs, posters and a display of cos·
turned dolls. She commented on the
history of dolls, which have been a
young girl's way of playing and caring for others until recently.
Calli:J.er said, "It's not about caring
about someone anymore. Now it's
about how you look."
Today's dolls, such as Bratz and
MyScene, focus on being sexy and
good looking.
According to Caliner, these dolls
are '~stea1ing childhood" from little
girls.
She said that dolls absolutely
reflect how women are viewed in
society. With companies catering to
young girls, including making thongs
for four year olds, society is starting
to sexualize girls at younger and
younger ages ..
To express how she feels about the
sexualization of young girls, she
designed doll costuming to represent
what society is doing to young children.
Selecting Terry Lee doll s from the
[950's, which have chubby faces and
rounded bodies modeled after a fouryear-old 'girL sexualized costumes
were designed to reflect how modem
women and children are dresse.d and
viewed.'
Selections of costumes included
pasties, pointe.d cone bras, garters,
fIshnet hose and other provocative
and revealing garment~.
Ca11ner said \ 'hen the dolls are
displayed, parents are horriiled,

By

Staf(Writer

Film

Can;e F asiska •

Assist,ml PholO £dilar

Julianne Wise, sophomore, graphic design; looks through information about 'lWitness' by Sl1aron
Callner during 'The Art of Women's History at UMSL' March 14. The program featured poems by
Curator Cheryl Walker, videos by filmmaker Jill Evans Petzall, and songg by Barbara Harbach.
However, the kids want one.
Power of a "Praying Woman," ''We suggested to her because she uses her
"Historically, dolls have under· Can't Attack the Fruit Until We family and her ovm life and transgone a metamorphosis," said Gentile. Address the Root,'" "1959," God forms it into poetry. Gentile wanted
She felt the presentation of the arts Doesn't Give us Any M.ore Than We the presentation to show "how others
involved the audience more than a Can
Handle," take lives and transform it into art."
straight histOJical presentation would "A ntiCauslessFallenLeadership
According to Walker, pOetry has
have.
.
Blues," "She is Music," "I Wanna an element of truth to it because a
"Art can more directly point to . Stay Up All Night Long," "Can I?" poet tries to be creative without being
historical and political issues. It and Hi wanna b."
too realistic. She said she finds inspibrings oW" attention to issues in illuLeft Bank Books carries antholo- ration for her poetry in music and
minating ways:' she s:Ud ..
gies'containing Walker's poetry, sell- . current events.
ing "Break Word With the World,"
"I find liberation in it, purgihg
"St. Louis Muse" and "Drumvoices negative thoughts. It's very cleansReview." "Music Caprice and Other ing," Walker said. She said that it also
"b1 my view, women can find Poetic Strategies" is available from allows others to find connectedness
inspiration in poetry. Hearing about Red Hen Pre~s.
and inspiration from the lives of peoother women, they can fInd encourAlong with her readings, Walker ple. .
ageinent. They find inspiration," said discussed how she developed each of
"We' are all connected. Vi'hat I do
Cheryl Walker, poetess arid member the poems. Her family has numerous in life impacts you," Walker said.
of the Board of Curators. '
musicians, including her father, so "We as human ometimes forget the
Walker presente.d her poetry dur- she grew' up surrounded by music. connecte.dness.between us."'
ing the second hour of· the "Art of The musical background was reflectShe as raised in a backgrOlmd
Women's History" program.
ed ill her poetry.
where te tirnoni were shared at her
Her readin included '"TIl Song
Ka~y Gentile. director of llM -SI.
grand~ thee' c.;h ·c h. all \\ing peoof My P rum:' "1 am We," '"The Loui ' IWGS said that Walker was pi to hare their expericn
which

Poetry

100

ANDREW TONNER

"If you look back at the earliest
art, it is also history," said Kathy
Gentile. She referenced cave paintings found in France. "Originally, art
was linked to history," she said.
The art of filmmaking is no less
linked to history, especially the documentaries created by Jill Evans
Petzall, four-time Emmy award-winning filmmaker and writer.
Petzall presented two of her short
documentaries for the third segment
of the "Art of Women's History
Program:" "Veronica's Story" and
"Dedication."
According to Gentile, the films
were selected from all Petzell's
works because they were short and
would allow Petzall the time to comment afterwards.
"Veronica's Story" was taken
from a story written by an ll-yearold girl who had been sexually
abused. The script was the girl's actual writing, chronicling the events of
her abuse.
.
Five minutes in length, the script
was read in two voices, layered
against each other so that the sound
could be both inflamed and impassive.
"Dedication" was based on a
poem written by Petzall, developed
into a six minute video of women's
efforts to hefll the world.
During the presentation, Petzall
said, "Popular documentaries fail to
remind viewers that what is on the
screen is an artifice."
Even documentaries based off historical events are influence.d by a particular viewpoint. as the script, scenes
and cuts are all selected and presented.
Despite the reminder that even
documentaries are also an art,
Petzall's work is used at symposiums, counseling services and other '
venues.

Various women poets and authors
from Cherry Pie Press, an independent seri~s of chapbooks, poetry
reviews and m ystery reviews, participated in a poetry reading titled
"Sweeter than Cherries (and a Little
Sour too)."
Sponsored by PRIZM, UM -St.
Louis'
Queer-Straight
Student
Alliance and the Institute for Women
. & Gender Studies, the event took
place on March 15 at 3 p.m. in 211
Clark Hall.
The presenting readers shared
many of their more emotionitl and
entertaining pieces, as ·well as a few
that expressed lesbianlbisexual ideas,
thoughts and feelings.
The participating authors were
Colleen-McKee, Helen Eisen, Nanora
Sweet and Martha Ficklen. The poetry reading was set up and managed by
McKee and Kathleen Nigro.
Many of the readings that were
selected portrayed personal ' views,
experiences and thoughts from the
standpoint of a lesbian or a bisexual
woman living and growing up.
Among these particular pieces,
performers also chose to read other
pieces of their own work, including
stories and poetry that ranged from .
lighthearted and entertaining to dark
and deeply emotional.
Each of these authors also had
their own distinct style in how they
wrote and presente.d their work to the
listening audience.
The first reader to speak for
"Sweeter than Cherries (and a Little
Sour too)" was Helen Eisen. She
began with a poem called "Failure is
Impossible," which was dedicated to
Women's History Month, and to
Susan B : Anthony in particular.
Another poem she chose to read
was "New York, 1971 ," which was
a conting out poem. Eisen
written
read another poem that served as the
prequel to this one.

a,

see W OMEN' S

see A RT, page 12
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National Poll of Americans who make online purchases
.

asy to find Everytiling at Cytaq.com!
The numbers show a trend of an Increasing marKet of
online shoppers, The last few years have shown an
increase in the security with intemet purchases and more
Amertcans are doing their shopping oniine. Cytaq.ccrn
.creates a unique atmosphere to provide its use.rs with easy
navigation oV.er a huge variety of online stores! With ovei
1r200 online stores and growing, cytaq.com has over 20
categories from clothes and music to telephone service and
employment~ In addition to stores Cytaq.com effers
several iink exchange programs and Monthly Raffle
Glve-Aways with customer service surveys.
Below are the results of a recent survey!

• . 94.89% Plan to revisit Cy+aq com

o+-------------------------~------------------------~

2002-2003

2006-2007

2004-2005

,QO~----~~----_r------------~--------------r-----------__,

• 89.24Dlo Found the store they wanted
• 84.77o/Q a'ought on the ~r 1st vfsit
50

• 92.46% Plan to revisit Cytaq.com
Dl~cover a br~nd . hew online shopping

experience at www~Cytaq.com today!
o
Thls .

n adve11isemcnl brought to you ~ Gytaq corn

Plan to i6Visit Found.the Store

Cytaq.com

they wanted

Bought on
1st visit

Pian to revisit
found store
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Great Big Sea Hebuts at Touhill for first STt show ~
By

STEPHANIE CLINES ,

StajJVlriter

Great Big Sea is scheduled to perform at the Blanche M. Touhill
Performing Arts Center Qn March 21
at 8 p.m. This will be their first-ever
performance in St. Louis'.
Great Big Sea is a folk-rock band
from the Canadian island of
Newfoundland. They have been nominated for several J unos, which are considered the Canadian Gnimmys.
The band will be performing music
from their eighth album, "The Hard

A&E ON CAMPUS

and The Easyf' The 12 track CD is a
compilation of traditional folk music.
The band normally likes to create an
album with their original music and
some traditional folk music, the music
they grew up with.
On this album, listen for instruIl,1ents like the mandolin, bodhran, fiddle and concertina. They combine
these instruments wi th .theV vocals to
create their own unique soUnd that has
earned them a fan-base since their selftitled debut album in 1993.
Sean McCann, Bob Hallett and
Alan Doyle met in their hometown of
St. John's when they were.in high

school and have .been perforrrling
together for more than 13 years.
"This is actually our fourteenth
year," said Hallett, in a phone interview with The Current.
Hallett describes their music, which
is refelTed to as folk-rock, as a mixture
of pop music and trad~tional folk
music. He says as a child, he grew up .
listening to the music of his ancestors.
People would come to his house and
sing music that was more than 400
years old.

Sean
McCann,
Bob Hallett
and Alan
Doyle of
Great Big
Sea will
perform at
the PAC
Wednesday,
March 21
at 8 p.m.

I~.~u ClJllrl'~'
XJuicJ:'WC}"fa;ll1n.en/

See GREAT BIG SEA, page 9

A&E ON CA PUS

AT THE TOUHILL

Celtic band
hits all the
..
right notes".
and then some

ALEXANDRA BALLET COMES.·TO TOUHILL

March 19: "God Sleeps ·
in Rwanda" screening
and discussion at 6 p.m.
in the Marillac Hall auditorium.
'March 20: The st. Louis
Symphony Orchestra
percussionists and the
innovative Nuclear
Percussion Ensemble wnl
perfQrm 'Explosions'
concert at ToLrhili at 7:30
p.m.

By RACHAEL Y AMNITZ
S~affW'iter

March 20: "Without
Words" art exhibit at
Gallery FAB, 201 Fine
Arts Building, will feature UMSL art seniors'
work through AprilS.
The opening reception
will be held from 6 to 8
p.m.
March 21: 'Great Big
Sea' Celtic folk rock
band will perform in its
first-ever St. Louis show
at Touhill at 8 p.m.
Tickets $30 advancel
$32.50 at the door.
March 22: Concertinist
Tim Collin') of Irish Music
today series, will play at
12:30 p.m. in room 205
of the Music Building.
March 22: Fresh Air
Tour will come to the
the Nosh at 11:30 a.m.
Bands include '
Minneapolis-based
Catchpenny and
Chicago band The Year
After. There' is also
opportunity to participate in virtual tree planting initiative Trees for
The Future, and a soda
sampling booth .

Kotsehei, The Immortal, played by Sean Strycker, sentences Prince Ivan to be turned into stone during the Alexandra Ballet production
of. 'The Firebird.' 'The Firebird' played at The Touhill on March 17 and 18.

'Firebird' lacks good choreography, tirileless costuming
By SARAH O'BRIEN

'''The Firebird" is a story of a young den, catches Ivan , and then sentences
prince
named Iv'!l1, who manages to him to be turned into stone.
Assistant News Edilol'
catch a firebird in an enchanted giU'Ivan reaches f r the feather and
den. The firebird fights furiously to be . instantly the firebird appears, hypnoThe
Alexandra
Ballet,
a set free, and offers Prince Ivan a red tizing Kotschei's gang and weakening
Chesterfield-based school of ballet, feather for him to use if ever he need- Kotschei himself. Ivan, poking around
the garden, finds the 'egg in which
performed to a rather small audience ed her aid.
Kotschei '5 soul is in ".ild crushes it,
. last Saturday '!-t the Toutlill Performing
T
h
e
killing Kotschei. The princess and Ivan
Arts Center.
enchanted garmarry and live happily ever after.
The performance was Igor den belongs to
If it sounds short and relatively
Stravinsk.jf's 'The Firebird," a less tra- an
irnm0!1al
ditional ballet, as well as a handful of tyrant, who has Presented by: The
wlcomplicated, you 're COlTt~Ct. This
a Alexandra B.allet
specific version by the Alexandra balshorter dances such as a scene from captured
"Napoli," "de l'innocense" and a number
of
let took only 36 minutes to perfonn.
princesses, and Stars: Sergey
dance to the "Moldavian Suite."
The other suites in ' the program
were about 10 (0 20 minutes in length
The three nonheadlining dances holds them cap- Sergiev, Agatha
letting Schmank, Sean
maximum. The evening's perfonnance
were choreographed well enough, but, tive,
was simply a hodge-podge of short
the dancers seemed a tiny bit stiff and them only out Strycker and Aimee
pieces thrown together into one night.
in e.ffect lacking that polished grace into the garden Chastain
"The Firebird" .,vas the headlining
which is most admired in a good ballet. for a brief time.
' The Firebird," however, was perWhen the princesses enter the gar- show, and was probably the most wellfonned gracefully by the leads, with den and see the prince,· one of them polished. The set was beautifully
some of the younger, perhaps more falls in love with him, and the prince made, with the forest resembling a
inexperienced, dancers lacking sync falls in love with her in return. The watercolor painting of a wooded
tyrant, named Kotschei, enters the gar- scene. The set was simple, with only
and flowing grace.

The FlI'ebinf'

March 23: Russian,
Gypsy and Celtic influenced Les Folies Russes
combines virtuoso dancing with stunning visual
effects in performance at
the.Touhili at 8 p.m.

TOP iTUNES '
DOWNLOADS
1. Glamorous- Fergie

2. This Is Why I'm Hot
Mims

the backdrop and a rdrnp with scattered
" rocks," but made well for such a
crowded , tage ballet.
The costumes in ' The Firebird"
were a touch too modern ~ r me. When
Kotschei's army came out. it looked ·as
if they had bicycle garland attached to
their anTIS, and even the Firebird's costume had the sanle neo- 'prutly-giftribbon appeal to it.
The princessc'i' dresses were simple. white and long. Th ~y fl owed
gracefully and balanced the young
dancers' lack of sync. The male's costumes were ly pical of mal e ball et costuming, a jacket and those tight white
or skin-toned pants which sho\ el'ery
bump and muscle.
Dancing by tbe leads was well d ne
on a whole, with the exception of the
princess; whose part did not seem well
choreographed.

See FIREBIRD BALLET. pa81! 9

(Edited)~

CONCERT REVIEW'

3.

Against Me! plays perfectly, but lacks push at Creepy Crawl

Don't Matter- Akon

By SARAH O'BRIEN

4. Girlfriend- Avril Lavigne

5. Cupid's Chokehold
~featuring Patrick

Stump) - Gym Class Heroes

6. This Ain't a Scene, it's
ani Arms Race- Fall Out Boy
7. Gl1
amorous (explicit
editIon)- Fergie
8. Throw Some D's- Rich
Boy featurin.g Polow D'a Don
9 It's Not Over- Daughtry
1
••

110·. Ihe Sweet. EscapeGwen Stefani

crowd's attention (as goes with most
first
bands at a headlining concert).
Assistant NelL'S Editor
The Riverboat GambJers, a punk
The southern sounds of punk rock. rock group from Austin, Texas, was
band Against Me! rocked the Creepy . the second band on stage.
The band bad the energy, and the
Crawl on the night of March 12.
Doors opened at 7 p.m., and fans music did not sound bad.
Lyrically, however, the songs
stacked themselves , alQng tile sideplayed were extremely repetitive, and
walk in front
'
lacked ingenuity. The lead singer of
of the cramped 'Against Me!' at
The Gamblers worked the crowd by
Creepy Crawl
walking allover the bars and rails
to listen to the the Creepy
around the Creepy Crawl, and talked
Florida band
to the crowd in between songs, raising
known for its
the excitement for Against Me!.
ballad-like
Against Me! opened their set with
political tunes,
the song "Pjnt~ of Guinness Make
incredible
sound, and genuine interaction with You Strong," a song about an Irish
husband who died on St Patrick's
fans.
AgainsrMe! played last in a set of Day, and the effects on his wife. This
three bandS' ,th at are together for the song ,was a power-point in the arsenal
entire tOUI_
show opened with that Against Me! had chosen for this
Fake Problems, :'In indie/rock band show-the perfect jumping off point.
from Nap~es, Fla. Fake Problems' The song brought the crowd into a
southem-styre puqk rock was a little fist-pumping frenzy, and was perrough nex.t to the refined thrash of formed pelfectly.
Yet it seems that when Against Me!
Against Mel, am). struggled to get the

Crawl

****tJ-

The

One pawnbroker untangles umpteen wart hogs, because one
obese dwarf quite comfort

jumped off with "Pints of Guinness
Make You Strong" they fell, and fell
quickly.
The remaining songs lacked
excitement, and when they played

"Sink Florida Sink," another fanfavorite, the result was the laziest
sing-along song I have ever heard.

---_ _-_..
....

See

AGAINST ME.

page 12

There was no luck of the Irish nceded on Saturday night, as the Piene
Schryer Quartet perf0l111ed at the E. ,
Desmond and Mary Ann Lee 111eater in
the Touhill Performing Arts Center.
The Canadian Quartet gave a rousing
perfonnance, lasting about three hours.
The \11embers of the group are
acclaimed fiddler Pierre Schryer, pianist
Julie Schryer, piper Pat O'Gomlan and
guitarist Ian Clark.
'.
l11e petforrnance was sponsored by
the
Smurfit-Stone
Corporation
Endowed Professorship in Irish Studies
at the University of Missouri-St. Louis
and the Center for Intemational Sturues.
UM-St. Louis music professor Dr.
Gearoid 6 hAllmhur{iin acted as emcee,,.
beginning with a short explanation on
the hi. tory of Iri. h music in North
Amelica.
Then. Dr. 6 hAllmhurrun handed the
·tage over lO the ~forrJ]ers a fiddle r
Pierre Schryer and piper Pat O'Gonnan
made their entrance from the rear of the
auditorium.
"
They filled the t'Ozy theat r with
, ound as they witlked up to the stage and
joi ned the other two members Julie
Schryer rmd Ian Clark there.
Th band mixed tradili nal Irish
mu ie with music from SCOllancL m; well
as music witll French Canadian roots. ~
Not only wer· the four talented musicians, the were al};o skilled perfooners.
The quart~t's perfOl1113UCe was
emiched by tile ~killfu l use of visual
lighting effects to higbUght the mocx:ls of
particular reels, jig. or airs. Colors
would bIen I .se..'UTllessly ar; the music ~
tlowed from one song to ,mother. If a
slower lament was being played, the
stage IVa backlit wiU1 soft blue light
'hich ultimately added to the overall
effect.
The lighring. however. only highlighted an amazi ng perfOl11laJlce by the .•
qmirtet. The fow' seemed well at eas
WiUl each olller, as welJ as will] the audience, although cohesivenes. could be
expected can 'idering that fiddler Pierre
Scluyer and pianist Julie Schryer are siblings.
. Piper Pat O'Goon:U1, who war; . ee111ingiy the most versatile of the group, ~
played a host of instmmenls and played
host to the 3udience. O'Goonan's laidback attitude ,md joking manner continued to keep thin gs light and fun li ke the
mu sic of the evening.
One major stren>lth of the perfonnance was that U,E! pelfOJl11ers did not .lI
contain themselves (0 the music of a
specific area. ' Guitarist Ian Clark originally came from Scotland. so a portion
of the perfonnance centered on tune s
from the Shctlan d Islands , Clark's
homeland.
Overall, the perfoonance was fulfill- ~
ing because it seemed as if it was a joy
for the musicians to be playing because
they love their craft.
When Pierre was playing, Julie and
Pat would be bouncing along, dancing in
their. chairs, or one of the members
would get into a tune and whistle or
whoop. The true enjoyment was not lost
on the members and that attitude translilted to the audience.
During the break after the first set,
. members of the audience headed out to
the lobby to purchase CDs and got the
chance to get their purchases signed by 111
Pierre and other members of the Quartet.
The audience 'was even granted an
encore and the enti.re show wound down
with a pelfO!munc~ that included Dr. 6
hAllmhuniin.
When the .concert came to a close, the
musicians retwned to the lobby to greet ,.
the exiting crowd, offering tllOse in
attendance the chance to personally
thank the qmuiet for an anlazing 'performance.
·fII
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'Woman Before AGlass' paints portrait of art patron Peggy
By

CATE MARQUIS'

ing of curtains and backdrops, and
the addition of a few perfect props.
The right table, chair or phone
creates .the '60s of Venice in unerring fashion. The. costumes are perfect as well - as elegant, colorful
and brash as the character herself.
Actress Glynis Bell crafts an
intriguing ~'Mrs: Guggenheim," as
she liked to be called, and conveys
her love of modem art with vib~an
cy. Guggenheim collected her pieces
based on her personal tastes , and she
affectionately refers to her art collection as her children .
. She appears to have had good
taste, for her collection is regarded
as one of the wodd's best, with
works by the giants of 20th Century
art like Jackson Pollock,. Paul Klee,
Marcel Duchamp, Salvador' Dali,
Joan Miro, Man Ray and Max Ernst,
.to whom she was briefly marri ed.
Guggenheim rrianied at least
twice and had two children with her
flfst husband, Wliter Laurence Vail.
While she is far fonder of her artist
daughter than her son, and really has
nothing good to say about her exhu sbands or her son -in-law, it is her
other passions that dominate.
In her quest for a place for her art
collection, the main focus of the
play, she rejects her uncle's
Guggenheim Museum, 'due to a
grudge with her Uncle SolQmon's
secretary-mistress .
During the late thirties, Peggy
Guggenheim helped people, fellow
Jews and artists, to escape the Nazis,
but when she tried to enlist her
uncle's aid, his secretary mistress,
who was German, rejected her
requests for' money and sponsorships. Peggy never forgot .
The play includes a chill ing
description of Peggy Guggenheim's
encounter wi th a Nazi officer in
Paris, as the city fell and she prepared to flee with artist Max Emst.
Some critics have noted that this
play leaves out the most unflattering
parts of Guggenheim 's life, like her
disregard fo r others in satisfying her
own sexual appeti te s. Like a memoir, a biographic play i; allowed to
paint a sympathetic portrait,
although sticking to the facts. Not
inventing them is preferred.
In the end, the play must be evalhi uated as a lh atel' piece. n t
tori at
f Ih a r,
'n;; oman B efore A Glas ,. is enliglrtening and sati sfy in g.

A&E Editor

"Guggenheim" and "modem art"
are synonymous in ' some minds.
"Woman Before A Glass" is ' a play
about
modem
art
and
a
Guggenheim, but it is not the man
for whom the Guggeiilieim Museum
in New York is named.
This play is abo ut that
Guggenheim's niece, modern art
coUector Peggy Guggenheim.
The one-woman play "Woman
Before A Glass" is the cunent production in the smaller studio space
by the Repertory Theater of StLouis in Webster Groves. It runs
through April 1.
Chutzpah is the word for Peggy
Guggenbeim, a collector of modem
art and of modem artists. Peggy
Guggenheim was known for her
bold and brassy personality as well
as her appetites for art and the men
that created" the paintings she
bought.
• The play is bighly enteltaining
and engrossing, by turns funny and
tragic, even you do not know who·
Peggy Guggenheim was. .
Peggy Guggenheim came from a
wealthy Jewish-American family.
Some people may be familiar with .
her father, Benjamin Guggenheim,
who gave up his seat on a.life boat to
go down with the Titanic, or her
grandfather, mining tycoon Meyer
Guggenheim.
Those with an iriterest in art are
more likely to be familiar witti her
uncle, . art . patro n
Solomon
Guggenheim, for whom the New
York Guggenheim Museum is
named.
The play is a tour de force by
actress Glynis Bell, wbo cj:larrned
and moved the audience with ber
distinctive character. The play runs
90 minutes, without an intermission,
cov~ring Peggy Guggenheim's li fe
from 1963 to 1968.
In her Venice home on the Grand
Canal, she tires to decide what will
become of her fabulous art collec ~
tion and faces personal heartbreaks.
Bell creates a memorable stage
character, tlawed but fascinating and
ultimately winning the audience's
'sympath .
• Declted oUt In c uture and with
eyer-present cocktail and cigarette ,
Guggenheim reminisces about her

ir

.'

GREAT
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Glynis Bell star.s as Peggy Guggenheim, who has a voracious
appetite for art, men and the men who make art, in the Rep's
Studio Theater's production of "Woman Before a Glass: A
Triptych in Four Parts." The show runs through April!.
life and talks about het art collection.
She tells funn y, sometimes bawdy
stOlies , in surprisingly salty language, but there is sadness here too .
Peggy whines about her servant
taking vacation arid drops designer
dresses on the floor but talks with
self deprecating humor about her
plain looks and with great affection
about her family and especially her
art and artis .
h
mong the m m ri
recounts is her beloved fatl'ler
Benjamin GlIg ge~ im, whom, she

te"lls us, someone .described as "the
handsomest Jewi sh mau in the
world."
Peggy recounts the de astating
effect of his death on h er and the
close bond it forge.d between her and
her older sister Bonit~ in one of the
most touching scenes o(the play.
The play has four parts. and the
Rep handle. the Changes of time and
pIa e with i usual reati, e , tyle.

Th
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German rappers Bates (left) and Clueso (right) held a workshop
for students about German rhyme and rhythm March 12.

Musicians give campus
ataste of German rap
By

ERIN

E.

HENSLEY

. Staff Writer
Up-and-coming
German
rapper/songwriteljsinger Clueso has
become a big name in Germany. With
more than six singles albums and
three full albums, Clueso has become
quite accomplished in a relatively
short period of time.
Clueso and fellow m usician,
Bates, held a free workshop for students of all ages on March 12 in the
1.c. Penney Building on the UMSL
campus. The purpose of the workshop was to develop skills in German
rhytlllil and rhyme.
Clueso and Bates took an incredibly interactive approach by walking
through the aisles, pulling people up
on stage, and working one-an-one
with audience members.
At one point, Clueso knelt down
next to a high school student, taking a
personal interest in his understanding
of the exercise.
During the course of the workshop, Clueso even had students
breakdancing, although this writer
was not one of them. No one needs to
see that.
Despite my personal fears of
being chosen to perform, the workshop was a lot of fun. The artistic
alma ;phere rea1ly eemed to help one

ret<lin

hat was being taught

or

example. in German rap songs,
English words are , ometimes sub. ti-

tuted in the plac~ of German words
because they flow better.
. One of several exercises was writing out ten German words that could
be recited to the beat of a rap remix.
Clueso and Bates walked through the
msles and had audience members perform their small raps. It is no surprise
that the Bayw,atch heartthrob, David
Hasselhoff, was a frequent topic.
Luckily, they never made anyone
feel stupid or silly, they made them
feel as though they had just Wlitten a
Grarnmy-winnihg song.
When it comes to learning difficult languages, there are usually two
extremes. One extreme is wben a student has a deep and personal interest
in the language.
The othe.[ extreme being when the
language is simply taken for the
course credit or to fulfill a req uirement. Unless there is a major inner
desire to learn a new language, there
is not a lot of incentive to succeed.
However, taking PaJt in such an
interactive workshop, however, can
real)y give one a renewed interest in
the Gennan language.
Seeing a fresh perspective was a
huge motivation to really dig in and
take more of an interest.
Having never taken a great interest
in German rap. before this workshop,
I must say now that 1 have 'every
intention of purchasing a u ' s latest CD, titled "Weit Weg" which
tr'dflSlateS as "Far Away."

BIG SEA, from,page 8

That ancient music is a combina- like the ying and the yang. The nanle
tion of Frell,ch, Irish and English songs. fits because it is obvious. They grew
Hallett said he and the other band up so close to the ocean.
"We didn't want t9 be like any of
members wanted to bring the music
the other bands. We didn't want to
that they grew up loving to the world
\\'ben I asked where the band got have 'the' in our nanle. like The
the name Great .Big Sea., Hallett said Beatles or The Rolling Stones," he
that they took their name from a song said .
Hallett described each of the- band
titled "A Great Big Sea Have in Long
Beach," The song originated after a ~ members, including himself, in one
tragic tidal wave hit the coast of word: " Alan is relentless, Sean is enigmatic and I'm a genius."
Newfoundland and Labrador.
When asked what it was like to perAlthough many people died as a
result of the storm surge, the song was form in front of. his fans, Hallett said,
full of puns and irony, according to "There is no greater privilege in the
Hallett. He says that the band is sort of world than to play music for the people .

FIREBIRD BALLET,

who love it. E ery night is like
Christmas. It nev r gets old."
He said that makes up for all the
long hours they pend on tour buses
traveling to different cities.
.one of his most memorable performances was ew Year's Eve of the
millennium. They were perfomung for
a national television special in
Ne foundland. Hallett says that the
crow'd exceeded more than '}OO,OOO
Newfoundland natives. He said there
were people as far as the eyes could
see.
"I wanted to take it all my head and
never forget it;' he said.

from page 8

.~~---------------~-----------------------

For such an important role, she dancers were often behind or quickhad very little in the way of extrava- er than the group.
Nonetheless, "The Firebitd" was
gant movements; and blended in
with the other stiff-bodied princesses a great ballet to see. It had a good
when she wasn ' t holding the I
prince 's hand . The male leads.
danced fluidly and very strongly,
somehow maintaining good character.

. •

••

story, beautiful settings and one
extremely talented blightly dressed
ballerina who easily stole the stage
from the under-directed. others.

• •

•

'1

The Firebird itself was the most
elaborately ' costumed role, and perhaps the showcase for this entire performance. The young lady moved in
an extremely bird-like way, keeping
an air of grace under pressure with
her movements. ' Her legs, while
remaining supple, twitched like the
movement of a bird., and she 'kept her
face pouted like that of a bird.
Her dancing was only the slightest bit too solid. The choreograpby
for her part lacked in speed and consistency, and the movement cif her
. character was too slow. Had it not
been for her birdlike appearance, I
believe the part would have been
unfortunately lost.
Apart from the leads, it seemed as
if the choreography was almost too
bori.ng, and was stuffed with random
dancers on stage feigning ',dumbly
with their arms, pretending to talk.
1'm quite sony, but that is not choreography - that is poor stage direction.
It is understandable that the
dancers be a little green wben it
comes to doing difficult ballet.
However, it seems entirely unacceptable to me that their "renowned"
choreographer had the extras merely
flail around unc-onne cted to the
major events happening within the •
ballet. Any cohesive movement
done by the dancers in the nameless
parts was brief, arid a few of the "

•

I

•

•

•

I

FAIR TRADE

Fair'Trade •
Certified

I

•

•

I
•
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TO LAUGH

CENTAIE'
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TO EXrLORE TO

TO REMIN ISC E TO I NSPIRE TOU HIL L

EXPLOSIONS FEATURI NG SAINT
LOUI S SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
PERCUSSIONISTS AND THE
NUCLEAR PERCU SSIO N EN SEMBLE
TUESDAY , 1\1.A..RCH 20
7:30 P.M_

LES FOLIES RUSSES
FRIDAY, 1\1AHCH 23
8 P.1\IL
Fo llowing rousing ovations from all over the
world ,

Les Folies Russes is coming to the

Touhilli Influe nced by its Russian, Gypsy
We'll be cookin' in the kitchen (David

and Celtic roots ,

Robertson's loving description of the per-

virtuoso danc ing with s tunning visual

Les Folies Russes combines

. cussion section!) as the :2.006-07 FUSION

effects, culminating in o~er 20 brilliant,

Series comes to an explosive conclusion!

show-stopping numbers from around the

Members of the SLSO join the innovative

world . Featuling 50 classically trained

Nuclear Percussion En semble to provide

Rus sian dancers outfitted in over 1000 spec-

the ultimate percussion expe rience.

tacular costumes, it's complete w ith

early for a free pre-show disCllssio~ in
the Lee Theater at 6:30 p.m.

fabulous feathers and furs, and cascades of

Arrive

STUDENTS: RECEIVE BEST AVAILABLE $10
TICKETS BY USING PROMO CODE: 756 ONLINE OR
BY PHONE!

colo'rfuljewels and gemstones .
NEXT AT THE TOUHILL

BIG BAD VOODOO DADDY - APR. 28
JHE SECOND .CITY - MAY 11-12

I

www.dineonC8MplAs.coM/IAMsl •
•
• •
• •

WWW.TOUHIlL.ORG

I

314·516.4949

866·516.4949
/'
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(lEFT) Alex Pepin crushes a grand slam against
Bellarmine on Sunday afternoon.
(ABOVE) Dana Essner prepairs to pitch the ball to
a Bellarmine player on Sunday afternoon.

Pepin leads "Riverwomen i"nweekend series split
By

LAGUAN FUSE

Sp orts Edilor

ATHLETE
OF THE WEEK

Alex Pepin
No. 14 for the Riverwomen
softball team showed ber
power with not only a lead
off homerun against
Bellarmine, but also a grand
slam to finish the game wrth'
a 10-1 win.
Pepin, senior, oufielder, leads
her team with a batting average of .441 and a slugging
percentage of .746 as well as
leading in hits with 26 total
for the season so far.
This is Pepin's first season
with the Riverwomen. She
previously played for SIUCarbondale, where she went
with her team to the NCAA
tournament all three years.

UPCOMING
HOME GAMES
Men's BasebaU
March 20
UM-Rolla
5 p.m.

VS.

March 23
vs. Lewis
7 p.m.
March 24
vs. Lewis (DH)
Noon
March 25
vs. Lewis
Noon

Women's Softball
March 27
vs. Olivette Nazarene
2 p.m.
March 29
Central Missouri
Noon

The UM-St. Louis Riverwomen
improved their record to 10-12 (2-2 in
the Great Lakes Valley Conference)
after splitting their weekend games.
The Riverwomen lost the first two
conference games of the season to
Northern Kenrucky on Saturday, but
came back to win both conference
games against Bellarrnine on SW1day.
"It would be great if \ve were 4-0, but
2-2 is definitely better than 0-4," said
outfielder Alex Pepin. "I think we are

. on to give up five runs on five hits in the
inning, including another home run.
The Riverwomen offense did. not
produce any runs until the bottom of the
ixth, when the tearn was trailing by
nine. Three batters scored on two hit'i in
the inning but two runs were unearned,
after a fielding error by NKU's second
baseman.
Neither team scored in the seventh
inning, although UM-St. Louis stranded
three runners on base.
NKU started the second game scoring two runs in the opening liming but UM-St. Louis answered back quickly,
scoring two runs in the second inning

after a sacrifice fly by outfielder Corie
Jones and then an RBI single by Pepin . .
NKU scored solo runs in the third
and fourth innings, but UM-St. Louis
scored t\.\'ice in both the fourth and fifth
innings. Outfielcler Megan Brussman hit
a solo home run and pitcher/shortstop
Dana Essner hit a RBf double in the
fourth to tie the game 4-4. In the fifth
ilming, Essner and catcher/infielder
Katie Bartlett added RBIs to give the
Riverwomen a 6-4 lead. NKU rallied in
the last inning of the game and scored
three runs ending the game 7-6:
"We were up two runs in the last
inning and we just could not finish it,"

said Head .Coach Chuck Sosnowski.
"We gave up three in the top of the seventh and we just came up short. We
could not tie it up.and that is just the way
it goes."
Sunday 's games went a little
smoother for the Riverwomen as they
gave up only one run in two. games,
UM-St. Louis defeated Bellarmine 10-1
in the fin;t game and 6-0 in the second
game.
Pepm started the game for UM-St.
Louis with a leadoff homer to left field.

See RIVERWOMEN, page 1'3

Roller hockey gears up·for
national championship
By

Shorts, along with Sigma Pi member
Bryan Goers, junior, secondary educaAssistant Copy Editor
tion, collaborated with L1UIlbert to
generate the support network.
An amped audience packed the
"It was really great to see ~ eryone
stands at the Great Plains get riled up, cheering and really enjoyIntercollegiate ·Inline Hockey League ing the game," Shorts said. "It's just
regional game. The smell of a season's something that we don't get to see as
worth of sweat-filled toil saturated the often as we'd like with UMSL spOlts."
air, while fanatical, thunderous backAccording to Goers, team member
and-forth chants of "U-M! S-L!" and Sigma Pi brother Joel
reverberated throughout the rink from ' Pottebaum's reports about the team 's
an army of supporters.
progress ultimately led to continued
After trouncing Washington interest and encouragement.
University in a semi-final game with
"This is the tlrst game we got
an . impressive score of 10-1 , the everyone to come out t9,". Goers said.
Rivennen vict0l10usly clain1ed the "It's fun to come out and wat'Ch
GPJIHL Division II region at title after UMSL dominating at a sport."
pefeating Truman State 7-3 in the final
Although the Rivermen have
game. The games took place at the proven victorious, their path fmancialMatteson Square Gardens Triplex in ly has not always been a stable one.
. St. Peters, Mo. on March 4.
According to Shorts , the UM-St.
"Everyone was standing on the Loui s inline roller hockey team
bench the whole night· because we receives funding through student life
were so pumped up," said captain rather than ,from athletics due to the
Adam Clarke, junior, education, who dynamic . between NCAA and club .
sports.
.
helped lead the team to vi.ctory.
"It's so much help to have a big
Lambert explained how problems
loud crowd that gets under the skin of with budgeting last year led to the
the team. Everyoody feeds off of team setting up a support ' network.
everybody else's energy," said alter- Contributions generated from the
nate captain Ben Lambert, junior, players, their parents, fundraisers,
political science. "Having ' a crowd Sigma Pi fraternity and the Student
there is like having an extra player Government Association all combined
ready."
to help the team fund this season.
"I can't ,say how much SGA and
The team consistently receives
SUppOlt from family and friends, but Sig Pi have come through for us,"
this particular night's crowd especial- Lambert said.
ly encouraged the team. An additional
While the team won the regional
30 or 40 individuals, including Sigma league championship for the second
Pi fraternity brothers and friends, time in three years, they still look to
filled the bleachers.
the furure with bigger goals in mind.
Student services advisor · Toby They move on to compete in nationals
MABEL SUEN

s

April 4-7.
"Our challenge after regionals is to
not to lose sight of the goal. It's really
easy to take our yes off the prize,"
Lambert said.
After 10 ing to the Neumann
Knights from Aston, Penn. in a close
national championship game last year,
the Rivermen are detennined to make
a comeb.;1ck.
"If people come out to nationals
this year, they're going to see this
isn 't rec. league fun times. They're
going to Set; teams from Maine to San
Diego. The sport itself is up and coming and the people are really dedicated," Lambert said.
.
'
In addition to having an extremely
well-trained and close-knit team from
top to bottom, Lambert credits the
team's suc~ess to the amount of support it receives.
"Just gO'to the games and show the
administration that V{e have a viable
SpOltS program, and we're going to
try to keep it going," Lambert said.
"That's more valuable than anything
you could do."
.
"This is a high level of play, and
once people show up,. they 'll be
hooked," he said. "We're committed
and ready to go win the ·national
championship, not just for us, but for
the school as a whole."
The UM-St. Louis community can
support the inlin,e roller hockey
Rivelmen froln April 4-7 as they work
to claim the national title.
Games will be played at the.
Matteson Square Gardens Tri-plex
Matt .Iohnsoo • Photo EdiIiJr. '
and The Omni.
Visit www.greatplainshockey.com Ben Lambert, forward for the Rivermen inline hockey team, skates
during practice before his team won the regionals March 4.
for more information.

SHORT FUSE

When it comes to losing weight,I am not a nutritionist, but I saw one on 1V

Women's Tennis
March 20
vs. Washburn
1 p.m.

March 21
vs. Lincoln
3 p.m.

Men's Tennis
March 20
vs. Washbum
1 p.m.

right where we need to be and hopefully
take off from here ."
NKU defeated UM-Sl Louis 9-3 in
the .first game of Saturday's doubleheader. Emily Wagoner pitched five innings,
giving up four earned runs on nine hits.
Alex Ogle pitched two inning,' fo[ UMSt. Louis and gave up five earned runs
on six hits.
NKlT scored the fin;t run of the ganle
on an RBI single to third in the fin;t
inning. They added three runs on four
hits in the third inning. In the sixth
inning, Ogle came in to pitch for UM-St. .
Loui~ and gave up a home run to the
second batter she faced. Ogle would go

By

LAGUAN FUSE

sports Edito1'

Every time I watch TV I see some
new way for people to lose weight.'
What ever happened to the old fashion way of eating less and working out
more?
I am sure millions of people made a.
New Year's resolution to start working
out and start losing weight, but I wonder
how many people have acrually started.
One thing that gets me upset When I
hear people talking about losing weight
is using those miracle diet pills.
I am upset because unless a pen;on
has a serious medical condition, ldsing
weightis a matter burning more calories
than you intake. Diet pills may say that
they will help with losing weight, but

what about all of the other side effects?
because you eat at Subway, you will not
Is losing 15 pounds really worth high lose weight. I do not oare what Jared
blood pr.\!ssure, fatigue, hyperactivity, says on the commercials, it just will not
heart arrhythmias and palpitations? Or work unless you exercise too.
how abom dry mouth, vomiting, diar~
Do some push-ups, nm a lap or two,
rhea or constipation and intestinal dis- or how about just stop eating so damn .
turbances?
.
lJ!uch. That is how you lose weight. You
I even saw something about overdos- do not even need to spend hundreds of
ing on diet pills causing tremors, confu- dollars on a personal trainer.
sion, hallucinations, shallow breathing,
I am not the best ,person to give
renal failure, heart attack and convuJ- . workout information, but this concept is
sions. Just SQ you know, those are only a easy-so follow me for a second. To lose
few possible side effects.
weight, · one must become active.
I am not a nutritionist, but I saw one . 'Thinking and doing are two different
on TV and they were saying something things so just watching a workout tape
about eating healthy foods. I just want to just will not cut it.
let everyone out there know that just
The more you eat the more weight

you gain. So basically, stop eatingjust to
fill a void in your mouth. I know you are
not supposed to talk in the movie the-

ater, but that does not mean stuff your
face With nachos and popcorn.
Once again, I am not a nutritionist
and I am not too sure if I am qualified
give another living crearure medical
advice. I am a pinion who notices pat- .
terns.
When -people lose weight, they eat
healthier and ihey become more active ..
When people talk about losing weight,
they buy overpriced exercise equipment
and diet pills !1Iat do not work. When
people do not lose weight, they make it
next year's New Year's resolution.

to
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WOMEN'S POETRY,

ART,

from page 7

Iy political piece with verses that
criticize the Bush administration but
a chams that cries "Condoleeza what
are we gonna do now?" and attacks
Condoleeza Rice personally, no
angry energy came from the stage.
The lack of poison for the government in the band's energy reflecte·d
negatively on the song, weakening it
tremendously. The remainder of its
set steadily lost momentum a..~ it
went on.
The feeling before the encore was
disappointing, so many individuals
had paid to see Against Me' and
could have gotten a better (and
cheaper) experience listening to the
songs on their I-Pods. Normally
vocal Against Me! spoke little, and

"There is a misconception that
there were no women composers,"
she said. She chose romantics of the
20th and 21st centuries, including
Clara Schumann (l9th century),
Gladys Rich (20th century), Liza
l.eighman (19th/20th century), Amy
Beach (American 19tb/2Oth century)
and Gwenyth Walker (20th century).
The presentation concluded with a
composition of Harbach's own called
"Pioneer Women." The song was
built from the journals and letters of
the women who settled Alaska.
Gentile said Harbach took the diaries
and set them to music.
"The music.is supposed to repre"For Women's History Month, sent the women and the struggles
IWGS does so much in the social sci- they went through," Gentile said.
Gentile said that Harbach actually
ences. This year, I wanted to do more
with the humanities and arts," said' inspired the idea for this "Art of
Kathy Gentile, director of the IGWS. Women's History" presentation.
"Last year, there was a Women in .
The final portion of the "Art of
Women's History" concentrated on the Arts conference run by Harbach,"
she said. The conference also includone of the performing arts: music.
"Music chronicles what is hap- ed a playwriting contest which was
pening in women's lives and the very successful.
Gentile was very pleased with the
times they write," said Barbara
student turnout this year and said that
Harbach, professor of music.
. As an example, she cited the "student life was great about helping"
music of the 1960s and 1970s. with the program.
When asked if there was one thing
Women were involved with issues of
civil rights and equality at that time. Harbach wanted the participants to
Harbach said it "showed in the take with them, she 'said, "Celebrate
women creators, the "ones you know,
music."
Harbach's selections were an the ones from the past and nllture the
ones in tbe future."
overview of women composers.
She said she was interested in film
because "I liked the way I could use
sound, image, language, rhythm and
storytelling to send a message about
the feminine consciousness."
Accordingto Gentile, the importarlce of the arts for history is that
they are "taking historical and real
life experience and turning it into
something special."
"Whenever we leave our mark on
the world, we're adding to history,"
said Petzail.

Music

. Carrie Fasiska •

~ PboIO &iilor

Cynthia Brinkley, President of AT&T Missouri, speaks during
the Distinguished Speaker Series in recognition of Women's
History Month in the Lee Theater on March 6:

from page 8

The lead singer lead the crowd
into the chorus, but the beat" was
somehow lost and the song slowed,
and lost almost all of its power.
Throughout ,the show, the band
spoke perhaps eight words to a
crowd cramped in the sweaty, stinky
Creepy Crawl to see them. The band,
with the most competent political
arguments in the history of rock
music, played their instruments well,
but did not seem to have anything to
say to a paying croweL
Their political songs, normally
venomous and potent, also lacked
edge and that little spit-in the-faceof-authority manner.
When playing their song "From
Her Lips to God's Ears," an extreme-

from page 7

----------------------- --------------

WOMEN LEADERS OVERCOME SEXISM

Among other pieces she read was pIe's lives.
Nanora Sweet read last, beginning
"The Break Up," as well as other
selections from her poem chapbook with a piece called "The Critique of
that describes her life growing up Pure Reason," describing it as her
with her 'parents, who survived "blue stocking" poem that themes
Hitler's Europe.
itself on femininity and logic.
Colleen McKee presented some of
Sweet also read another work
her poetry next Her first poem titled called "Father's Desk," about ail the
"Simkhele," meaning "delightful" in aspects about it that provoked differYiddish, was a highly visual piece . ent thoughts, feelings and actions.
that tells of her spending time with a
Another poem she read, called
woman in her-house one day.
"Credit", tells about how Sweet
Another thought provoking poem believes sl:Je has been given a lot more
she recited was "Carve Yourself from credit than. she deserves for being a
Chocolate," which described a "sexual outlaw." She also read poems
woman making a bust of herself out and excerpts from a previous book,
of a large block of chocolate, based of titled "Mix of Secutities."
a piece of artwork by Janine Antoni.
Colleen McKee said, "I think it
McKee also read some of her other went really well. It was comfy, cozy
works, including ':Four Sleeping Blue and had a nice variety of work. It is
Eyes" , which she described as a film empowering to have a place where
nair themed poem, and "At the Flick one can read lesbian poetry."
of a Switch," inspired from a bisexual
Many of these and other poems
poet and department store catalog from the authors can be found in the
model, Anne Sexton.
poetry chapbook seties from Cherry
Martha Ficklen read from a piece Pie Press called "The Midwest
of her prose, describing a time about Women Poets Series." Each of the
her growing up while living with her four authors has her own chapbook
family and Aunt in a house in North available for purchase.
'The Palm l.eafFan" is by Martha
Carolina.
She described that story as some- Ficklen, "Rotogravure" is, by Nanora
what close to her actual experience, Sweet, 'The Permeability of
but all of the names of the characters Memory" is by Helen Eisen and "My
have been changed.
Hot Little Tomato" is by Colleen
Picklen also read another poem, McKee .
which she described as being a "silly
Donna Biffar, who did Dot read
one", called ."Banana Observations." during "Sweeter than Cherries (and a
This entertaining poem made many Little Sour too)," also has a book
references to bananas as having a part called "Kiss Me Cold." Eisen's and
of everyday things, events, people or McKee's chapbooks will be available
the different ways they fit into peo- later in March of 2007.

AGAINST ME,
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said nothing about politics.
The encore, which should have
been an exciting bravo from a crowd
wanting more, was reaUy only a
crowd feeling like they had been
gypped, and pointedly so, since
Against Mel played maybe 12 songs
- not even a full albwu.
The excitement of the encore was
lost, however, due to the sea of people leaving. The band did seem more
excited doing the encore than they
did when they performed the rest of
the show. Perhaps they saw the end
and got excited.
Their performance, however (on
an instrumental-only level) was
impeccable. Against Me! is popular
for having the best chemIstry (per-

haps in the history of rock 'n'roll)
and that cpemistry is most apparent
with their stage mannerisms.
The band is all business when it
comes to playing their music,
although they enjoy each other, and
making the music.
On a whole the show was fantastically put together. The collection of
bands complemented the other 's
styles, and even made up for the
other band's lack of crowd interactioD.
The music was dead on, and ·
sounded. as good on stage as it does
recorded. Despite the slight damper
on the main event, not a word could
possibly be said negatively about the
music.

PRESIDENT,

from page 3

Leonidas Gutierrez, member of
the Chancellor's Task Force on
Diversity, asked if the search committee would consider a president
who will work with minority groups
and work to support the chancellor's
diversity goals.
Walker said diversity would be
considered "not only in the diverse
candidates but also the candidates'
abilitY to work with and deal with
diverse groups."
"It will be an unacceptable search
if we come to this floor with a candidate who doesn't recognize diversity
in a broad way," Baker said.
Bill Conway, representative of the
UM-St. Louis Friends Board, asked
about th.e possibility of an interim
president.
"The position will be vacated, if I
remember correctly, at the end of
April. Depending on where we are in

the search process, there very well
could be an interim,': W~er said.
. Baker said everyone involved in
the search is anxious to name the
next president, but stressed the need
for patience to make sure the system
gets the right person to fill the position .
"Many of you are curious as to
when we viill have the next president, none more curious than I,"
Baker said. "We don't want to give
the false illusion that this will be
done quickly. It will be comple~ed
when we have a person that the
board is completely comfortable
with."
Baker said he hopes the next president will be announced within two
to three months.
To nominate a person for the next
UM president, go to www.umsystem.eduJpresidentialsearch.

·Purchase your luminaries on'line
to honor or support a cancer patien~.
.I~

-Cancer' patients will be honored at
the ceremony.

-If you are a survivor and would I,ike
toparti.cipate, please sign up online.

It's not too late to sign up your team, as.an .individual, or as a survivor!

Please .visit www.acsevents.orgJumsl
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RIVERWOMEN,

BASEBALL

SOFTBALL

GLVC standings:

Team

12

Southern Indiana
SIU Edwardsville

6 .667
4 .667

8

7 4

"UM-St LoUis
UW-Parkside
Quincy
Rockhurst
Drury
Saint Joseph's
UM·Rolia
Indianapolis
Bellarrnine
Northern Kentucky
Kentucky Wesleyan
Lewis

.~36

5 3
7
11 8
9 9
8 8
8 8
6 10
6 13
4 12
5 15
2 11

11

WI
W2

SIU Edwardsville
Lewis
Indianapolis
Northern Kentucky
UM-Rolla
Kentucky Wesleyan
UW-Parkside .
Southern Indiana
Bellarmine
Saint Joseph's
Quincy

L3

.625 L2
.611 W3
.579 W2
.500 L1
.SOO L2
.500 L3
:375 W1
31~ W2
.250 L1
.250 W2
.'154 L3

17
11
12
15
10

4 .810 WI
4 .733 W10

7
5'
12 8
9 6
11 9
10 10
7 7
7 7

UM-St. Louis
Rockhurst

Recent Scores:
March 17

W L Pet. Streak

.706
.682
.667
.600
.600
.550
.500
.500
.500

W3
W3
L1
L1
W3
WI
WI
WI
L1.

S12 .400
3 5 .3 75

R H E

March 17

R H E

N. Kentucky

UM-St. Louis

7 14 1 Win· Smith (14·10)
612 1 Loss· Prestia (1·2)

March 17

R H E

N. Kentucky

March 16

R H E

March 13

UM·Sl Louis
Quincy

1 3 4 Win· Alexander

UM-St. Louis 1918 2. Win- Ogle (1·1)
4 7 5 Loss- yasquez
Lindenwood

9 15 1 Win· Srnith (13-10)
Loss· Wagner (4·6)
UM-St. Louis 3

3 9 1 Loss· Sanders

WARMING,

L4

March 17

R H E
UM-Sl Louis 6 9 4 Win· Dunning (3·2) .
Quincy
16 11 1 Loss· Hargis

so

R H E

4 0 1.000 W4

• UM·St. Louis
Quincy
Southern Indiana
SIU Edwardsville

5 1

3 2
.2 2
4 4
3 6

.833
.600
.500
.500
.333

W5

W2 '
L1
W2
WI

Recent Scores :
March 17
Lewis at UM-St. Louis
March 16
Maryville vs. UM-St. Louis .

L 8·1
W9-0

GLVC Men's West standings:
Team

W L Pet.

Drury

6
4

UM·St. Louis
Rockhurst
SIU Edwardsville
Quincy
Southern Indiana

o 1.000
o 1.000

2
6 4
2
8

Streak
W6

W4

.600
.600

L2

.333

L1
L8

.111

L1

of garnes," Pepin said.
Wagoner pitched a shutout in
the second game of the doubleheader, giving up only two hits.
Essner started the game with the
first RBI in the first inning and
then third baseman Jessica Keirn
followed, giving the Riverwomen
an early 2-0 lead.
Casey Dierkes , Riverwomen
catcher and infielder, added another run to the lead with an RBI single to right field in the third.
In the fourth, UM-St. Louis
added two more runs after RBIs by
Jones and Essner. Essner hit a sacrifice fly in the sixth to expand the
lead to 6-0.
"We bounced back today and
played much better," Sosnowski
said. "We had one [game] yesterday, we let one slip away.
Certainly we would like to be 3-1 ,
but we will take getting back to

facts from the IPCC report summary.
"Global atmospheric concentrations
of ' carbon dioxide, methane. and
nitrous oxide have increased markedly as a result of human activities since
1750 and now far exceed pre-industrial values determined from ice cores
spanning many thousands of years."
Human activities are the source of
these increases, according to the
repOtt. 'The global increases in carbon dioxide concentration are due primarily to fossil ruel use and land-use
change, while those of methane and
nitrous oxide are primarily due to
agriculture.
'The report cites carbon dioxide as
the most important human-generated
greenhouse gas ane;! further states
. "The global atmosphepc concentration of carbon dioxide has increased
from a pre-industrial value of about
tain.
280 ppm (parts per million) to 379
Certain enough not to risk inac- ppm in 2005. The atmospheric contion, and lose what window of oppor- centration of carbon dioxide in 2005
tunity we have to head off catastroph- exceeds by far the natural range over
ic climate change. Here are some the last 650/)00 years (180 to 300

DISCUSSION,

Recent Scores:
March 17
Lewis at UM-St. l.ouis
March 16
Maryville ";' UM-St. ~ouis

W9·0
W9·0

ppm) as determined from ice·cores."
And the probl<,! m is growing. 'The
annual carbon dioXide concentration
growth-rate wa~ larger during the last
10 years (1995 - 2005 average: 1.9
ppm per year), than it has been since
the beginning of continuous direct
atmospheric measurements (1960 2op5 average: 1.4 ppm per year)
although there is year-to-year variability in growth rates.
The primary source of the
increased atmospheric concentration
of carbon dioxide since the pre-industrial period results from fossil fuel
use, with land use change providing
another significant but smaller confribution.
Annual fossil carbon dioxi de
emissions increased from an average
of 6.4 per year in the 1990s, to 7.2 per
year in 2000-2005."
Pretending · all scientists are liars
won't change the facts. But the world
can no longer wait for the last skeptic
to be convinced before we address

Sally Mayes
Presents The Story Hour
March 22-25 • Th~ Savoy Room

this crisis.

At The Sheldon Concert Hall

from page 4

ock:of beep all

came rogetb [agam when a slident
raised some questions about 'policy
and procedure on this campus, and
shut down the meeting.
The questions revolved around
how money is spent and where the
money goes. This isn't some money
that appeared all of the sudden in the
differe.nt accounts of the University;
this is money to which every student
that attends thi s ·school contributes.
If we are to be involved we

SHANTYTOWN,

should show the stUdents. that we
supposedly repre",ent, the courtesy to
do t:fi.e right thing.
Every' couple of weeks we owe it
to the students of this University to
discuss these issues, whether they are
boring, tiresome, not our cup 0' tea or
whatever agenda one might have.
The assembly may think they are
held hostage at those meetings and
Dodd might be doing the popular
thing, and Koechig might not want to
hear it, but I wonder how the students

HAlternately sparkly and brassy, and exuding a determined
can-do energy, Ms. Mayes often suggests a contemporary
cabaret descendant of Ginger Rogers."

would feel about how their m oney is
spent, how their parking lors are
always full and how theirrepresentalives could care less about them.
Do unto others as they do unto
you. We want involvement on this
campus?
It starts with the .involved, and
they are a poor ex ample of what this
campus has become. Are we being
lazy or are we being detrimental to
this campus?
Both. .

- Stephen Holden / The New York Times

ThurS.-Fri. at ~PM ; Sat. 5 & 9p~~ Sun. 2PM
Advance tickets at MetroTix & the Fox Box Office.
The Sheldon Box Office opens 1 hour prior to performances

314-534-1111· metrotix.com

from page 1

Mulvihill was a speaker at . defmirion means federal funds make
Shantytown, part of the Catholic up 50 percent of the resources spent
Newman Center's social justice on helping the chronically homeless.
month, where stUdents learned about
"J think . some people have this
homeless ness in St. Louis and cen- notion that homeless people are
ters that helped the homeless. .
lazy," he said. "It's a lot of work
"The goal is to understand what being homeless. It takes place every
it's like to be homeless better and to hour of every day."
put yourself in their shoes for one
Burnham said certain.peopie look
. night," said Julie Schneider, senior, at the homeless and ask what is
psychology, and president of CNC.
wrong with them.
Mulvihill and other speakers
"Sixty percent of the men in the
from S,t. Louis shelters talked about shelter I run are working, making
how their organi zations help home- minimum wage."They're not able to
less individuals. Attendants also afford housing," he said.
watched a movie, participated in a
St. Louis city has lost several sincandleli ght vigil and some who gle occupancy housing units that
braved ' the cold weather slept in could be used for the homeless,
cardboard boxes overnight.
Burnham said. He suggested coding
Becoming homeless can resull and zoning reform that would create
from living in overcrowded condi- part of the solution to the problem
lions, being kicked out or lacking of for the homeless population.
stability or family backgrounds.
In the city and county, . about 25
Thomas Burnham, director of people living on the streets die every
Shelter Services at Peter and Paul year, Burnham said."
Community Services, told the story
However, happy endings exist for
of "Million-Dollar Murray," a man some homeless people, like Frank:, a
Reno, Nev. police arrested many fictitious name of a homeless person
times, costing the taxpayers about who came to St. Patrick's Center for
$200,000 a year to ignore him.
help, Mulvihill recounted.
'The cops realized that if they put
"Every single day, for 19 years,
him ill housing with around the Frank stood up for lunch with two
clock nursing care for him, it black trash bags . .. . Now you and I
would' ve been cheaper," he said .
go through those bags and we say,
Burnham, who works in a men 's 'Frank, why worry? There's nothing
shelter, said for shelters to receive in there of value.' But for Frank it's
federal funding, their clients must everything, it's his entire life,"
meet Congress' definition of chroni- Mulvihill said.
cally homeless, which states, ""an '
When the center put FJ;ank: in a
individual with a disabling condition . small apartment, he showed up to
who has been aD the streets for one the center nine days later, held his
year or four episodes in three years." hands up and yelled', "Look, no
"It's a stupid definition ," bags !"
Burnham said. ''By that definition,
"By taking the bags out of his
Congress will tell you there is no hands, we changed. that man's life,"
such thing as a chromcally homeless Mulvihill said.
child." He added that the "narrow"

Presented by KET C/Channel 9 and
the Missouri Historical Society.
in collaboration wi-t h In depen~ent Lens,
IndependentTelevision Service and
FOCUS st. Louis

Missouri
Historical
Society

.[IJNDEPENDENTLENS
~-~

-

flrvs]
Plfase join us at thp MISSOURI HISTORY MUSWHIn forpstPark forournew COMMUNITY ON[HA SfRl[S.
Pro9rams indudP adocumentary (most are one-hour Jong), ~ith apanpl ortablpdiscussion tofollow, All programs are fRH,
for updatpd information on documentanps and panelists,visit www,mohi5tory.org or call (314) 1~6~4S99.

BLACK GOLD by Nick Francis and Marc Francis
THURSDAY MARCH 22

• 1p.m. to 9:30 p.m.

As \Vesterners revel. in deSigner lattes and cappuccin $ , impo erished Ethiopian coffee
grower suffer the bitter taste of irijustice. In this eye-opening xpo eof the multi-billioncloJlar coHee industry, Black Gold traces one man's fight for fair trade. Howard Lerner,
Kaldi's Coffee Roasting Co. , will lead a discussion after the film.

Join us on ApriliZ for S(NT(N((D 110M'

www.tecurrentonline.com
\

.500 at this point and move on
from here."
"I think: we played really well
today, coming off two losses yesterday," Wagoner said. "I think we
came back and did what we needed to do to even ourselves within
the conference."
Next weekend the Riverwonlen
travel to Southern Indiana for a
doubleheader on Saturday before
going to SIUE for a doubleheader
on Sunday.
"Every game in thi s conference
is big, there is no question about
it," Sosnowski said.' "We are just
going to focus on Southern Indiana
first and 'worry about SlUE on
Sunday. We have to go down on
the road and ·we have to work on
splits . Those are two team s that are
pretty tough. Whenever you are on
the road , you have to look at a one
game at a time."

from page 5

Sci~ntists by nature are cautious in
their' conclusions, even conservative.
Scientific papers never conolude with
absolute certainty; it is all probabili. ties, no matter how o.verwhelming the
evidence. So it is not a casual thing if
a study suggests that something is
very probably the cause of an effect
The scientific. evidence on global
warming is more certain than the general public assumes. Often, the general public is playing catch-up on the
facts.
Those who deny global warming
like to point to old evidence, years out
of date, but scientists only use the
most current accumulation of · data.
The recent IPCC report on climate
change said there was more than 90
percent certainty that mankind was
the primary cause of global warming.
In scientific terms, that is pretty cer-.

l70dd

W L Pet. Streak

L2

Recent Scores:

UM·Sl Louis 0 2 3 Win· McCorvie (1 -1)
Quincy
1 6 a Loss· Prestia

Team
Rockhurst
Drury

from page 10

Essner scored later in the
inning, bringing the score to 2-0.
Danielle Votrian scored the only
run in the second inning with a
leadoff home run to left.
The only run ·of the game for
Bellarmine was in the third inning
after a home run by ciltcher Emily
O' Bryan. Bartlett hit a two-run
homer for UM-St. Louis in the
third, increasing the lead to 5-0.
UM-St. Loui s did not score
again until the sixth inning when
second '
baseman/outfielder
Susanna Steimel drove in a run
and then Pepin hit a grand slam to
end the game 10-1.
"Hitting is certainly contagious,
there is no question about that,"
Sosnowski said. "When yo u are
hot and when you start driving the
ball everybody is more relaxed."
"As a . team, I think: we have
been hitting well these past couple

TENNIS
GLVC Women's West standings:

GLVC standi'ngs:

OveJall W L Pet. Streak '

Team

Page 13
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CLASSIFIED ADS
Classified ads are free for students, faculty and staff To place an ad, please sendyour ad (40 words or less), your nam~ and student or
employee number to thecurrent©umsledu or caIISJ6-S3J6.

StudentlHl

HELP WANTED

III SiU~~

Attention College Students
Part-time work. $12 base/appt. Flex.
Schedules. Customer sales/service.
Scholarship opportunities. No experience
necessary. Call: 314-997-7873

Make $10 per Hour
or MORE!
www.student-sitters.com

Great opportunity. Motivated students
to assist National Honor Society in registering and acting as local officers.
3.0 GPA required. Contact :
VPDevelopment@phisigmatheta.org

Earn $800-$3200 a month to drive brand

HERBALIFE

new cars with ads placed on them.
www.adcarkey.com

LIFTOFF
Orin" Heroalife Uftoff for
energy, clarity, iUllI mental

Wing Girl Wanted:
Men want beautiful women but women
want men who have beautiful women. I
am looking for attractive. outgoing and
wonderful women to help me attract
other women. I am looking for the ultimate wing girl to help carry on conversations with other women in bars and clubs.
sodal gatherings.
Call 314-681-9198 for more info.

focus for those esams,
worlfouts dnd PilpeTS
caU 314.809.5775
www.getlmonDow.comfstephena

Servers
Private Club in Clayton area has opening
for Full and Part-time. A La Carte and
Banquet Servers for lunch and Dinner
shifts. Fax Resume to 314-994-0069
Attn: lawrence

'iIiE~~
~1iI1E~~
Thursday, April 5 1 :00-4:00 pm SSB 126

Sales Agents
Major car rental company hiring full and
part time Sales Agents. Must be available
evenings and weekends. Apply in person
in Dollar Rent A Car. 4358 Cypress Rd.
51. Ann. Mo 63074

This competition is open to any UMSL
undergraduate. Register by Monday,
April 2. Applications can be obtained
from the Department of Mathematics
and Computer Science in 310 CCB (or
from R. Dotzel in 329 CCB) .

FOR RENT

To Regsister:
Stop by 329 (CB or go onllne@:.___- -·

www.umsl.edul-mathcsl

2-4 BR Apartments and Houses. Security.
High-Speed Internet.Specials: Students.
Military. others Washer I Dryer. Central Air
Conditioning. Central Heating.
KitchenAppliances, Efficient.Access to
Highways, Metro, Universities, Quick
Move-In. Furnishings Available by Request
Toll-Free +1.877.878.6253
$450 - $825/mo throughout Greater STL

(you may either register online or
download the appli<:ation form ).
First prize will be as much as $1000,
other prizes commensurate.
Direct all inquiries to R. Dotzel in 329
CCB (516--6337).

Simmons, speaking on the negative
attention that always follows hip-hop
in light of the good things artist do.
said hip-hop artists "[are1 inspired by
the things they see about Ameri\ a
They are poets who see violence and
homophobia and sexism and racism
and materialism, and they express that.
They are . holding' up a mirror to
America, and we don't like what we

see. n

_

finger is still pointed at hip-hop.
Finally, take a look at violence,
racism and homophobia. Once again,
no hip-hop is included. Just look at the
war in Iraq. police brutality and the list
goes on. Maybe Congress and all of
these pro-war, pro-violence j.unkies are
the real emcees of violence. They are
just not as sty!ish and poetic.
Week after week, gays are verbally
castrated by religious people and others for wanting simple rights, and
African Americans and others still
have to fight for promotions, getting
hired and ownership of miniscule entities of life.
I know people do not want to fess
. up to that big r-word, but yes, it still
exists in the minds of people, the workplace, Corporate America - everywhere.
.
Russell Siinmons is right. Just look
into the mirror of society that rappers
hold up. Tell me what you see. I see
what Simmons sees -- young poets
writing about lifestyles they live and

If I might add my two cents, I
would say he is correct and if you
oppose, maybe one glimpse at current
events will end your tenure on the
opposing side's platform.
.
For instance, take a look at the topics of homophobia, racism, sexism,
violence and materialism. The last
time I checked, marketing campaigns
flood 18-36 year oids with persuasions
of better lifestyles by ovmership of
exquisite, expensive products they promote. Some people point the finger at
hip-hop.
If you look at advertisements, television channels outside of music sta- see.
Looking closer, I see current hiptions, magazines or any form of media,
sex is there. People v..'ill use sex to sell . hoppers poeticizing lifestyles that a lot
a pencil, comb and toe file if it works - of us currently live. What is funny and
saddening is we blame them for hold- no hip-oop included.
Many television shows are a far cry ing the min'Of, being the reflection, and
from 'The Wonder Years," 'The maybe even being the creators of this
Cosby Show," "Cheers" and one of my negativity.
favorites "WKR.P in Cincillnati.'1 The
I guess.

MOHELA

VOTE,

from page 3 .
many projects in need of renovation or
construction funds, including a new
cancer and medical education building
at UM-Columbia, funds for the pharmacy and nursing building at UMKansas City, and renovation money for
Toomey Hall at UM-Rolla Charton
said he hopes the legislature will find
some way to fund the projects, even if
Blunt's proposal fails.
'There need to be ways to pay for
the infrastructure we need," Charton
said. "We need these funds to fulfill
our mission of teaching, research an.d
service to Missourians."

"It's long deserved." .
Koechig said he tempers his excitement about the funding, as two other
projects for UM-St. Louis were cut.
The Center for Emerging Technology
and the CORTEX building were cut in
Blunt's proposal.
"I don't like the fact that our CORlEX and CET were cut," Koechig
said. "However, when it comes to benefits to the students, shldents use
Benton-Stadler more. They will benefit more from the funding to BentonStadler Hall."
Charton said the UM System has

.

TUESDAY, MARCH 27,5:30 PM
ST. LOUIS UNIVERSITY
BUSCH STUDENT CENTER
for more information about the Peace Corps, visit

www.peaC€corps.gov or call 312.353.4990

u.s. Cellular® gets me ... so I can always get the score.

Soccer
Date: 3/14-511
Time: Wed 63CJ..9pm
Place: Mt Gyrm
Sign up by: 3J8
Division: Coed M

Floor Hockey ·
Date: 4/3-5. 1
Time: lues & Thurs 630-9pm
Place: Mt Gym
Sign up by: 3/22
Division: Coed M

Bingo Nite .
Date: 4112
Time: Thurs 7·10pm .
Place: South Provincial HOUle
Sign ~p by: Just be there
Division: Open

. . One medium l·top~ingpiZl
&. Q 20 oz. bottle of Cok'l
~ One str1~III-topping pizza/one ~.ide it~m
!Bt\'ad gH~n, Cilmy Staad or CIO~a ~trxl &. a

~

20 02. hottl~ of Cokt

.

. . One medium l.tOWing pim &ona

~de item !B16IId ~J ~ B~ lit ~it,l1ll S!i,<1

'~

. . Two ~malil-toppj~g pizzas

.;t. &.

Orle Garden ~tGgh ~a rad, gtj)ad~i~k.<:

Team Handball

Volleyball

Date: 3J15
Time: Thurs 630-9pm
Place: MT Gym
Sign up by: 3/8
Division: Open

Date: 419
Time: Mon 63CJ..9pm
Place: Mt Gym
Sign up by: 415
Division: M & W

Rock Gym 101
Date: 4114
Time: Sat '-3pm
Place: Upper Limits Gym
Sign up by: 3129
Division: Open

a 20 oz. bottle of Coke'

.,

~ 10 pc. Dornino's Plm !MF~lo Chiekall .

KickliN:' 01 Buff~lo Wing~ &. BIGsd ~tlc~

~

~h(~uITcnt
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"Near~Life
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"Anyway. Long story short, It turns out
that I am not, in fact, Spiderman."

~g Crossvvord
"Nut'n But the Funks is drawn by Current cartoonist Rudy Scoggins.

WUtR.E IS T)j/\'

f/..oa D '?

·Sconeborough" is drawn by Current cartoonist Elizabeth Gearheart.
ShabiA's l:!air SalOil by

5 tleny' Hol""''' "S tud in Troffk"

ACROSS
1 Green gem '
5 - Beta Kappa
r,.,,-+--+--+,--+-+--+--+-8 H all mark
offering
12 The Wright
stuff?
14 Hodgepodge
15 In-box fillers
16 Philippine
knife'
17 u_ the season
18 Tin alloy
20 Runway
figure
23 Karaoke prop
24 Finished
25 Meltedcheese
recipe
28 Wire
measure
29 Celebrated
lavishly
30 Deity
32 Solved a
. cryptogram
34 "David
Copperfield"
character
35 Sediment
36 "Hammerin'
Hank"
37 Read
40 Shade
source
41 Physical
42 Rubdowns
47 Hairpieces
48 Publicity
49 . Remain

37

+--+--+--

r.,41;.

47

49

50 Lair
51 Recognized

11 Entrance
13 Follow relent
lessly
DOWN
19 Supple1 Toast topper
mented,
2 "Hail,
with "out"
Caesar!"
20 Qft·tat1ooed
3 Insult (SI.)
word
4 Time for an
21 "Metamoregg roll ?
phases" poet
22 Strike out
5 Swine
6 Weeding 1001 23 Partners
25 Cashed in,
7 Brilliant
as a coupon
8 Network that
26 Com oser
Qets wiped
outdunng
Stravinsky
sweeps
27 Corrida crit1er
29 Adversaries
week?
31 Rath er or
9 Oodles
10 Ange r
Rowan

33 Hardly agile
34 Lustrous
weave
36 In addition
37 Church
furniture
38 Way out
39 Style of
Indian music
40 Game lover's
channel
43 Do some
downsizing
44 Pistol
45 Before
46 Wield a
need le

e 1007 Kmg r...w= Synd., Inc.

"Shakeia's Hair Salon" is drawn by Current cartoonist Sherry HQlman

Ordinarily in this
space, you would
be reading the .
legendary words
of Maximo, the
psychic who.
guides so many of
your lives,
UnfortunatelYI as
painful as this is
to say, Maximo
has been
abducted. As of
Sunday night, no
ransom demands
have been made,
However, we at
The Current wi II
do whatever it
takes to get him
back, Think of the
movie Ransom
with Mel Gibson.

Descrip tion:
Maximo is
approxi mate Iy
two and a half
feet tall and a
slate gray color.
He has a jaunty
little hat that he
wears to one side,
as if to say he's
"FABULOUS! His
twin, M oxima, is
in shambles. She
feels everyday
Maximo is lost,
another day goes
by that·Moxima
may have to fill
her brother's
shoes. Honestly
folks, she's not up
to it, She just does
not have the
touch.
If

Weekly SUDOKU

~hE (tUrrEnt

by Li nda Thistle

3
If you were a figure skater, what
would be your skating name?
Let us know and win a pass
for two to see the film!

. VISit the Current at
www.thecullentonline.com
to find out more infonnation!
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Passes ars Bvrulable on a lIrsI'come, Iirst·ser\<ld basis.

Nil purchase necessary
Wh~e suppl..s last Employees of all promo\lOllal parh1ers and
thetr agellCi6s are nol eligible One pass per person This 111m Is
ratro PO·l J kif crude and ~aI humo<, laogu!l:je, a comt:
violent im<\ge and some drUQ references '

7

6

9

5

2

4

Place a number in the empty boxes in such a way
that each row across, each column down and each
small 9-box square contains all of the
numbers from one to nine.

,.,
That....
MS~uden~ L I'6 hOftfS a
IN'eb$l~e

tha"t lism .11

DIFFICULTY THIS WEEK:
~e

S~uden* O,."an.~ons

Calftpusll w
,$ I ..e duJ,dudentJite
c:&c:k __, s;c .I!SI# o.!I
~.

-= ,.-

-

on

~ Moderate

* * Challenging

*** HOO BOY!
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Find the answers to this week/s
crossword puzzle and Sudoku at

lIhc '([urr

,r

'"

. Contact info:
If you have any
information about
the whereabouts
of Maximo, please
contact The
Current staff
immediately.
Without Maximo,
The Current can
accurately predict
that it will be sad
and tearful. While
the members of
The Current do
not have .. ,what/s
it called ... oh
yeah, money, we
can offer you one
free issue of the
newspaper per
week, as well as
one free movie
pass. We cannot,
however,
guarantee the
quality of the
movie.

~h£ O:urrcnt
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SGA MEETING, from page 1

GETS THE ADR ~ NA tHE GOING.
YO RS AND WHOEVE READSABOUT

~~~------~~------------

M~ Bacon, senior, public administration, questioned the efficiency of
the shuttles.
"How do we get a better shuttle system," Back asked. "It s ridic;ulQl)s we
don't loo\c into that. There are [\\'0 lots,
why don't we have buses going to the
garages?We Ilay 50 million dollars for
Dew garages, millions for parking lots,
why not better the shuttle program?"
Goers replied that the Parking and
Transportation Committee had <ilieady
Deen discussing hav.ing the shuttles
stop at the garages.
;'Iu te]Jl1S of shuttles, one of the reasons why is COSt" SGA President Nick
Koechig Said. "One of the reasons why
the system from last semester changed
back is cost"
Bacon. said he understood concerns
about cost, but he feels something
needs to change.
"While I'm not trying to argue, it's

IT ON YOUR RE UME.

CREDIT CARD,

To find out more about Army ROTC's Leader's Training Course call the Army ROTC Dep.artmen1
at 314-935-5521, 5537 or 5546. You may also visit our web-site at www.rotc.wustl.edu

and

he
research fo r !:,.;A~n~x~i:!;,,~, tW·~~~~~~~

fer participation,

ty don't seem 't o ~are, Students are
growing restless and they're getting
very riW:l of the f aculty Dot cariDg." .
RaiJs \vent on to say that .sooner .or
.later, students are goiug to have
enough of faculty apathy.
"You don't want that on caropl)S. [ .
would recommend hiring more securi~
ty guards to watch .over faculty c:ars-'l'UlJlot advocating vandalism; but students aJ:e angry and that's not a joke, if
they~dthey would realize how much.
they :affect Residential Life," ,Rails
said.
Rails said he thinks facultyshowd
recognize that if residents do not have
parKing privledges "they' d.on't come
back to live '[on campus] the next year
and RHA loses money."
Goers said he w~uld work hard
with.Leonidas Gutierrez. parking operations supervisor to get at least one lot
in which facwty caonot park.

from page 1

"I guess she wanted to fit in with police department was able to develop
the UM-St. Louis students with the a sense of the suspect
clothes so she could brend in," said
'We've developed a suspect since
Detective Anthony Grieme! of the uni- then." Grieme! said. "She's a black
versity police.
female, 32 years old 5' 10, 180 pounds,
According to McGee, the cashiers brownish hair and open face gold tooth
at the University Bookstore are in the upper front, and she' s pregnant"
required to check an ID for credit card
The police called the bookstore
use if the card isn't signed. Due to this employees McGee and Dobbs to iden~
.
event, the policy changed so that tity the slispect on March 12.
whenever a credit card is used, signed
Estep said the suspect has been
or unsigned matching identification is . determined, and a warrant is out for her
required.
arrest.
"The police came and fingerprinted
"She's done this before at UM-St.
the receipt, then fingerprinted Jill Louis and at Washington University,"
[Dobbs] and I to find the suspect's McGee said. "Going into people's
offices and stealing things. Right now
prints," McGee said.
Grime! said because of the descrip- we're corroborating with Wash-U to
tions provided by the workers, the try and prosecute her."
PRO-CARDS,

Eligible partJclpant may
earn from $250 to $1,500

our job to represent the students 'and '
what the students are c;oncerned with is
parking " Bacon said. ,"We should do
something in a very simple way, while
maybe expensive, and instead ofbuiJding lots Qf garages why don't we get a
better shuttle system. that is effective
and efficient?"
Koechig assured the assembly that
the SQA would take action 00 the
parking issue before the end of the
year.
,More concern was expressed about
the faculty 's lack of attention towards
student's problems. Brian Rails, senior,
business administration, said much ,of
the facwty does not care about the
needs and COncerns of the students.
"I am really concerned about how
much the faculty and staff really care
about stUdents .and not themselves at
this university," Rails said. "We have
people on student senate but the facu1-

According t.o McGee, the suspect
had just gotten out of prison. 'We've
seen her mug shotll," she said.
"It's [lonnal to have so much spent
on clothing, it was sales clothing,"
Dobbs, a department assistant with the
book store, said.
Along with the credit card use,
Estep had irreplaceable nostalgic items
in her wallet
"They were probably just thrown
'away," Estep said. 'There was a picture in there of my grandmother and I
that my mother carried in her wallet,
and then I carried in my wallet. The
wallet was my mother's.
"I don't keep my purse here anymore, and I make sure my doors are
locked," Estep said.

from page 1

''I'm a little concerned that it could
be harder for some organizations to
function if they have to come up with
the money and be reimbursed '
Coonrcxi said. "But we' ll just have t.o
deal with that.'
MOT\tague said many of the purchases on the pro~card reports were
made out of necessity. In particular,
she mentioned the purchase of a
Play station 3.
"'The rationale for buy ing it, we
were checking the stores and checking
the stores and checking the stores, and
they kept saying, 'We, don' t have
any,'" Montague said. ' So if I'm out,
and I'm there and I see and I get it,

because 1 don't want to the time to
come and we don't have it. You have to
get them when you see them."
At the SGA meeting, members
questioned how far oversight wowd
stretch, and whether our not Student
Life was going to monitor what was
purchased.
Brian Rails, senior, business administration, said there j s a certain limit as
to what Student Life can regulate.
'Student Life isn't technically
allowed to tell us what we can and
can' t buy with the pro-cards," Rails
said. "The only thing they can check is
if we 're not buying guns; alcohol,
drugs, prostitution, stuff like that."

Jonathan Lidgus, associate director
of Student Life addressed these and
other concerns at the meeting, saying
the leaders of Student Life felt it was
time for a change,
"There are a lot· of student groups
that we don' t know about that use the
procard," Lidgus said. "For example
RHA would go out with my pro-<:ard
and by tons of stuff for Mr. and Mrs.
RHA. What we wanted to d.o is the
Student Life pro-card wowd have a
$SOO-a -day limit, however you can
spend more than that on the staff procard. We don't want you to not buy
over $500, We just want to inventory
what you're getting..

· What does
hale to do with a
"

You may never know, but you do know that you have
to take it to graduate. So here's some advice - take it in
summer school at UM·St. Louis. FulfiU those course requirements
so that you can focus on your specific area of study, sooner.

et Ahead of Yourself,
Summer School at II-St.louis!
UM·St. Louis offers 4, 8 and 12 week sessions, 'including nights and weekends.
Enrollment for UMSL Students Only: April 2 • April 15. Open Enrollment 6egins April 16.

Call 314.516.UMSL (8675) .or visit our website at www.UMSL.edu

